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Jj the redcoats were closing in upon Dick, expecting to capture him, he suddenly ran to the bank

a.nd dove into the water. Down he went into deep water, but, to the dismay
or the British, did not come up.
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e Liberty Boys at Four-Hole Swamp
Or,

CORNERED

BY A . REGIMENT

By HARRY MOORE
-CHAPTER I.-At thb Bend In the Road.
r
Two boys in backwoods garb were walking
ong a winding country road near the Santee
er in South Carolina one pleasant afternoon
Septembe• To the casual observer they would
ve seemed like two ordinary boys of the region.
o one accustomed to read character, however,
ey would not have seemed at all like ordinary
ys. They were not, in fact. The boy with ~he
rown hair and the blue-gray eyes was Dick
ater, captain of the Liberty Boys, a band of
ng patriots fighting for American independe. His companion, who was also his closest
'end, was Bob Estabrook, the first lieutenant
the troop.
The Liberty Boys were at that time encamped
a swmnp on the Santee, a few miles away,
tching the movements of the British. General
reene was then in command of the patriot army
the South, and the Liberty Boys were acting
der his orders. The enemy were reported as
ing not far distant, and Dick and Bob were out
onnoitering.
As the boys were walking leisurely along the
d, they suddenly heard shouts and the sound
f blows just ahead of them.
"Give it to the rebel I" they heard someone
out.
"That may be one of the Liberty Boys in danr, Bob," said Dick. "Come on."
Some of the boys were known to be out looking
or the enemy, and one of these might have got
to trouble. There were Tories in the nighbor' and the sight of the Continental uniform to
em was like the sight of a red dress to,_a bull.
and Bob dashed around the bend in tne road
came quickly in sight of an animated scene.
sturdy looking boy with light hair and blue
, and dressed in coarse homespun, stood with
· back against a tree, a stout stick in his hand.
"osing him were fully a dozen rough looking
, most of whom were larger and stronger
he. Several of the crowd were nursing sore
s or aching limbs, and the solitary boy
' st the tree seemed to have been giving a
good account of himself. Many of the boys
"ng him carried heavy sticks, and t.hey no':v
t<JWard him in a body. He parried their
and sent two or three cudgels flying. Dick
Bob now ·took a hand in the fi ght. They
right among the boys, who were, no doubt,
, and began to deal sledge-hammer blGws
and left.
knocked down two or three of the bullying

Tories, and then, seizing two others by their collars, brought their heads together with a force
that made them see stars. The boy whose cause
Dick and Bob had espoused now left the tree and
joined the young captain and lieutenant. The
three boys- received some blows, of course, but
they gave more, and harder ones. Attacking
the Tories with the greatest vim, they soon put
the enemy to flight.
"I'm obliged to you boys," the fair-haired boy
isaid. "I was being pushed right smart."
"I should say you were," laughed Bob. "A
dozen to one is heavy odds."
"Yes, and I'd have had to run right soon if you
hadn't come along when you did."
Dick engaged the boy in conversation- and told
him that they were me:mbers of the Liberty Boys.
"What has a f ellow got to do to join the Liberty Boys?" asked the boy.
"He must be a thorough patriot, ablebodied,
ride, run, swim and shoot fairly well, do as he is
told, and have the consent of his parents 01· guar-·
·
dian."
"If he's got only one, that's the same, isn't it?"
"Yes, of course. What's your name?"
"Robert Haviland, but they generally call me
Rob."
"My name is Robert, but I am called Bob," sai d
the young lieutenant.
"And you know the captain? Why, yes, of
course you do."
"Yes, he is my closest friend," smiling.
"Were you going to the camp?"
"Yes, shortly."
"I'd like to go with you and see the captain, an d
ask him if he thinks I am all right and can join.
Then I'll tell mother."
"You are not the only son, Rob?" asked Dick.
"No, there's Emory, he's younger than me, but
he works, and there are the two girls."
"Suppose your mother declines to let you join?"
"Then I won't go," decidedly.
"But you will• be disappointed?"
"If mother doesn't think I ought to go, l'Jl
make up my mind to it, that's all," frankly.
"That's the proper spirit, Rob."
"May I go with you? Do you think the <'aptain will think I am all righ_t?"
"I haven't the least doubt of it," xeturned Dick,
smiling.
Then they heard the clatter of hoofs on the
road, and in a .few minutes two boys in Continental uniform, one on a bi g gray and the other
riding a fine, speedy bay mare, came in sight.
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They quickly reined in, saluted and dismounted,
and then the boy on the big bay said:
"There are redcoats some distance beyond Eutaw, Captain. They have halted."
"In any large numbers, Lieutenant Morrison?"
said Dick.
"No, Captain, not as yet."
"Why, you are Captain Dick Slater himself!"
cried the Carolina boy, in great excitement.

CHAPTER II.-In the Swamp.
The four Liberty Boys all laughed at Rob HavUand's surprise, and Bob said\
"Yes, that is Captain Dick Slater, I am First
Lieutenant Bob Estabrook, and this is Second
Lieutenant Mark Morrison."
!'It is all right for you to know now, Rob,"
said Dick, "for we can trust you."
"Who is the other boy, is he an officer, too,
sergeant or corporal, or something?"
"No, I'm just Private Jack Warren," said the
fourth boy, who was a dashy fellaw, of the same
age as l~rnrk , but younger than Dick and Bob.
"But you'll find Private Jack Warren as fine a
fellows as you will want to meet," said J.lilark,
promptly.
He and Jack were the closest of friends, as
were Dick and Bob.
"This is Rob Haviland, boys," said Dick. "He
wants to join the Liberty Boys!'
"Good!" cried Jack. "As far as I can see, he
is just our sort."
"Have you a horse, Rob?" asked Dick.
"Yes, sir, but it's half a mile away. I can
,.,.
walk."
"You can ride with me, Rob, if you like," said
Jack. "Dolly has carried two on her back more
than once."
"Go on to the camp and show Rob around,
boys," said Dick. "Bob and I will return later."
"Come on, then, Rob," said Jack. "Get up behind."
The three boys rode off and Dick and Bob went
away in another direction. After riding some
little distance the boys met five others in Continental uniform and well mounted. One rode a
black horse with a white star in his forehead, another a pure white, the third a roan, and the other
two a pair of well-matched sorrels.
"Whom have you got there, Lieutenant?" asked
the boy on the white horse.
His name was Paul Howes, and his white horse,
captured from the enemy, was called Captain, in
honor of Dick. The boys on the sorrels were Harry Thurber and Harry Judson, great chums and
brave fellows. The boy who rode the roan was
Ben Spurlock, one of the jolliest and liveliest of
the Liberty Boys. Mark introduced them all, saying in conclusion:
"The black with the white star in his forehead
Is Sachem, and that is Sid Carhart riding him.
This is Rob Haviland, boys. He wants to be one
of us."
"Looks like a smart chap," said Harry Thurber
to his chum.
"If he were not you wouldn't catch Jack Warren letting him ride on the mare," said Ben.
"You an' me must've been cut off the same

piece," laughed the boy on the black, " bein'
sandy complected."
" Are you a Southern boy?" asked Rob.
"Yes. I'm from South Carolina, near the no
ern line. Paul is a Virginian, and you'll
Georgia, Carolina and even Florida boys a
us."
They all rode on to the camp now, and
they reached it Rob said:
"Oh, I know this place. It is Four
Swamp."
"Why do they call it that?" asked Mark.
"I'll show you," said Rob.
Wal king along a sluggish stream which
through the swamp, he presently paused.
"You see the water bubbling up there, d
you?" he asked.
"Yes, there's a spring there, I suppose,"
Mark.
" Yes, there is, and farther on there's anot
Pretty deep there, isn't it?"
"Yes, it seems to be."
Passing along a few yards, Rob picked
stone and threw it into the water.
"How's that?" he asked.
"Shallow and a lot of mud below it."
"Wait here, some of you."
The two Harrys, Mark and Jack waited. P
Sid and Ben went on with Rob. At a distance
a hundred feet from the spring the latter pau
There was anot
and took off his clothes.
place here where the water bubbled up, but not
as lively a fashion as at the first.
"It's deeper here," the new boy said.
Then he suddenly dove almost straight do
into the water. He disappeared, but when
boys were looking for him to come up he fail
to dg so.
" Do you suppose he hit his head on anythi ng
asked Paul Howes, anxiously.
"I reckon he's all right," replied Sid Carha
"I'in afraid he has stuck in the mud," s
Ben, who seemed greatly worried.
Just then there was a shout from below.
Sid ran back and saw Rob Haviland swim ·
ashore from the spring hole they had seen.
" My word, boy," laughed Jack, "you did
swim through that mud, did you?"
Rob climbed up the bank, Jack giving him
hand.
"Doesn't look like it, eh?" he asked, getting
'
breath.
"No, you're as clean as a whistle."
"Dia you swim from the other hole?" ask
Sidney.
"Yes."
" Under ground?"
'Under ground part of the way," with a !au
"I couldn't stay under as long as that, even
I found the hole."
"Neither could I, going up. The stream
against you. I can swim from the other ho!
though, either way."
" There are four of them?" asked Mark.
" Yes. The other two are farther on, and p
bably it is the same stream that feeds them a
" There is the same appearance at Eu
Springs," said Mark, "but I never heard of
one swimming underground from one spring
the other."
"No, I reckon tht:y don't," with a smile.
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-Then this is why this place is called Four
e Swamp, is it?"
Yes, and it's a good place for a camp, except
tit's pretty well known."
y had been walking back to where Rob had
his clothes, and he now put them on.
"There's an underground stream there, is
?" asked Ben.
"Yes, and it's plenty big enough for two boys
swim through. I'll take you through it, some
e~"

"No, thank you," laughed Ben.
"I'll go through with you, Rob," said Jack,
"All right, but you've got to hold your breath."
"Oh, I can do that, but Bob will go through
d have breath left. He's a wonder that way."
"Dick will want to know that place," said
rk, "if he- does not already."
The boys made Rob welcome, and they ran,
e, wrestled, fired at a mark with pistol and
usket, and did other things, apparently with
Jy the idea of amusing themselves.
There was another purpose, hawever. All this
was to test Rob's abilities, and the boys were
11ell satisfied.
"He is not as good as the best," said Mark, "but
e is better than some."
"You can call him an all-around good fellow,"
e
1
h declared Jack. "Did you notice how Sir Carhart
1 takes to him?"
"Yes, and Sid is a thoroughly reliable boy."
t
"We'll have a good report to give to Dick when
he returns," declared Ben.
"And if Rcib!s mother is willing, there is no
reason why he should not be one of us."
Dick said the same thing when he returned
and heard the boys' report.

CHAPTER III.-Dick In Danger.
Rob Haviland told Dick about the four holes,
and pointed the:m out.
"I never knew the place was called Four Hole
Swamp," said Dick, "although I have been here
before."
"Everybody doesn't call it that," said Rob. "It
has other names."
_ "It might be very handy to know about," said
Dick as he went on to the camp with Rob.
The two principal holes were outside the camp,
although in the swamp.
"Thoso:!-Tories know about this placer.Captain,"
gaid Rob.
"Yes, but they don't know that we are here,"
replied Dick.
"No, they don't, I suppose."
"Go and get your horse, Rob," said Dick, "and
come and tell us what your mother says. Any
time this afternoon will do."
· "A'.ll right, Captain," and Rob Haviland went
off seemingly in the be.s t of spirits.
Bob was interested m the underground pasaage, and was not satisfied until he had gone
It took longer ·go~ng
'thr~ugh..,it both ways.
>a~mst the .current, .but Bob was a good swim111er and could hold his breath under ~ater. longer
than any of the boys.
The other two holes were near together, and a
aumber ·of the boys made the passage. The long
e was closed to the greater part of the 'boys, on

account of their being short breathed like Sidney
Car!Jart. The Libt;rty Boys were glad to see Rob
a~amt and made him welcome. Dick went off by ·
himse~f, .as he often did, going outside the camp
and sitting on . a stump not far from the hole
where Rob had appeared after diving into the
water. The air was mild and balmy, the place
was quiet and secluded and Dick had abundant
chance for meditation. He was absorbed in his
thou~~ts, having no idea of ltny danger, when a
susp1Cious sound caught his ear. Somebody had
said in a hoarse whisper:
"There's the rebel now, but he's got on his
uniform."
A whisper will always carry farther than a,
low tone, and all was still here in the woods.
Dick glanced up quickly and saw a rough-look~
ing boy scurrying away among the trees. It was
one of the crowd from whom he and Bob had
de!ended Rob Haviland that morning. Rob had
said that the .Tory boys lmew of this place so
that was nothmg. In a moment, however, Dick
saw a n~ber of redcoats approaching from different pomts. They were coming on rapidly and
there seemed to be no chance of escape. O~ one
side was the wa~r, and. on the other the woods,
the redcoats commg on m the form of a half circle. To the redcoats, who now hurried forward it
see~ed as if .there. were no escl!-pe for the yotlng
patriot. Seemg his danger, Dick sprang to his
feet.
"Surrende:i:, you young rebel," cried an officer,
drawing his sword. "Capture the young rascal.
Forward!"
As the redcoats were closing in u:gpn Dick expecting to capt_ure him, he suddenly ran to' the
bank and dove mto the water. Down he went into deep water, but, to the dismay of the British,
did ?o~ cpme ~P· They expected to see him appear
agam m a mmute or two, and spread out along
the bank to intercept him as he landed. Two
minutes passed and he had not been seen. Then
t~o moi:e pa~sed and still there was no sign of
him. Six mmutes after he had dived into the
water he had not come up.
"The young villain dove into the mud and has
been drowned," cried one.
"He could not stay under water as long as that.
·where could he have gone?"
"We should be able to see him if he came up.
He must }<Pave been downed."
"Well, there's one less rebel, and that's a satisfaction," heartlessly.
"Yes, but he's no good to us, if he is stuck in
the mud."
"I reckon he dove into one o' th1)m holes,'' said
the boy Dick had seen . "Come on, we'll ketd1
ther other fellers anyhow."
"One of the holes'! What do you mean, you
lout?" said the angry officer.
"If yer git sassy ter me I won't show ye ther
camp ertall," snarled the boy.
"What do you mean by one of lhe holes?"
_ "In the swamp, o' course. Hurry up, or yer
won't ketch ther rebels."
The bor and another just like him now l~d the
way rapidly toward the camp of the Liberty
Boys. There was a full regiment of· the redcoats,
and they now formed in open order and marched
forward, led by the two Tory boy·J.
"They's holes i.n ther .water what goes down
deep an' comes together under," said the boy.
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"I've seed boys swim from one ter t'other, but I
uever dast ter do it myself."
" Why didn 't you tell us of that before, you
fool?" th undered the officer.
It seemed impossible for him to address anyone
withou t giving a certain amount of abuse.
" 'Cau::.e I didn't think of it, that's why, an' if
ye don't stop bein' sassy, I won't show yer nothln' !"
The officer realized that it would be more politic to save his abuse until the camp was found,
and said nothing. The two boys hurried on into
the swamp, the redcoats following at a steady
tramp. Presently the white tents of the camp
could be seen through the trees.
"There are the rascally young rebels now,"
cried the officer. "Forward and we can capture
the whole wretched lot of them."
The redcoats pushed on confident of sweeping
through the ca mp and capturing the boys, hor.ses,
baggage and everything. Then the path sudde:ily narrowed down so that not more than six
could walk abreast.. And at the other end of the
narrow path were the Liberty Boys, waiting for
them.
CH APTER

IV.- ln a Trap.

•Y,
universally liked, went to Rob, put a hand O\ a
shoulder and said:
'Y
"Something is troubling you, Rob."
"Yes," the bor aswered, with an effort. l o
"What is it?'
.rs
"Does the captain think I told those 'd
sneaks that the camp was here?"
"I
"I don't believe he does," in a quiet, rea&.
ing tone.
,
"I told him that they knew of this place." ~~
"Well, [ suppose they do. A good many J ,,
sons know of it."
"Do you think-I don't want to ask :~
but---"
_;,
"You don't need to ask it, Rob," sairl Sid.
Carhart. "Jack doesn't think you told those(,1
lows." .
- "But doesn't it look bad for me, Sid?" in'E
anxious tone.
"How does it?"
"I go away am gone a couple of hours, Ip
enough for one to ride to the redcoat camp 1;
back, and then they come here.''
"You don't know where the redcoat army c
is."
"Somewhere near Eutaw. I ·heard Lieute
Morrison say so."
"Well I don't believe you told the Tories,
I know Jack doesn't, and I don't believe
here does."
"But, Sid, who else could have told them? "
"A lot of fellows, Rob," said Dick, coming
of his tent. "You may have been followed
some of these b.oys, and they, seeing our ca
hurried off to tell t he redcoats."
Rob seemed greatly relieved at this statem
and the cloud left his face.
"I don't think you sold us out, Rob," Dick
~::iu~~r;:~nd there isn't a boy her e who does,

When Dick dove into the hole in the swamp he
went straight to the bottom, quickly found the
passage under the marl and swam against the
current to the other opening. He came up,
screened from observation by intervening
stumps t rees and thickets, and swam to shore.
E ven if t he r edcoats had been looking his way,
they would not have seen him. They were looking along t he water and he was not there. He
hurried t o the camp in his wet clothes and soggy
boots, sur pr ising everyone by his sudden appearance in t hat condition.
~'But it did look bad for me, Captain?" ·
" Redcoa t s !" he cried, sitting on a stump and
"Not in the eyes of any fair-minded boy, Ri
pulling off his boots.
.
We are all of us accustomed to reading chan
• " Lieutenant Morrison, send a body of Liberty ter, and we could not think that of you."
Boys t o defend the chief road into the swamp,"
"I am glad of that. I don't see how they co
s a id Bob.
With no noise or confusion, Mark hurried off have followed me, for I am always on the 10<
with thirty of the boys, mounted and armed, to out for them."
"You were in high spirits, probably thinki
defend the path.
" H ow did they find the place, Dick?" asked of nothing but the Liberty Boys, and did not
tice anything else.''
Bob.
"They
that you were a patriot, that
"Brought here by some of those Tory bullies had been knew
with us, and that no doubt you w
we thrashed this morning."
come to our camp," said Jack.
"H'm! who told them we were here?"
"And then, seein' you come out o' the sw
" I don't know," simply.
Dick hurried out of his wet outer gQrments and reckonin' that you must have had some b
ness here, they just followed an' saw us,"
and then ran into his tent, close ~t hand.
.
"Send a party to the other road, Bob," he said. Sid.
Just then :Paul Howes came up on his
" We m ust look out that we are not cornered."
" All ri gh t , Dick ," and Bob gave a few short, horse.
"We hold the path in front, Captain," he
sharp order s.
A dozen boys were quickly sent off on their sa1uting, "and there is not another within h
horses to wat ch the other path. Before long mile.''
"Are the redcoats massed before this p
t he stea dy tramp of a large body of men could
" Some of them have gone off to the wes
be heard, and at length the glimmer of scarlet
uniforms and t he glint of brass and steel could cretcly, they think, but some of our boys
be seen. Rob Haviland, Sid Carhart, the. tv;o been watching them.''
"Send a party off to watch the other
Harrys and Jack W a'rren stood noa r Dick I'!
tent Rob had said nothing all this ti me but Bob," said Dick.
ther~ was a troubled look upon his face. When · "May I go, Captain ?" asked Rob.
Dick entered his tent J ack Warren, who was just where it is."
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may go as guide. Are you ready
oath? "
Captain," firmly .
:viland was thereupon sworn in as one
tlberty Boys, and, springing upon his
off with Jack, Sid, the two Harrys
zen others.
Tory bullies have somehow discovered
ce here, Bob," said Dick, "and they
ught the redcoats."
may not have followed Rob Haviland at
ps not, although I think it likely that

Jaave."

no one would suspect him after a good
iltillm."
o one who understands boys, certainly ," reDick.
now sprang upon Major, a magnificent black
· which he rode, and dashed from one
of the camp to another. He quickly deed more boys to help Mark, the redcoats
signs of coming forward. A rapid
ere and there showed him that men had
despatched to other points to try and find
er way into the swamp. As soon as this
accomplished, the main body would press
, expecting to place the boys between
fires. There was an evident reluctance to
e the dangers of the narrow path with the
y Boys presenting a firm front at the farend. It would be equally hazardous for the
rty Boys to attempt to force the path, and
y remained on the defensive. At length one
the boys sent by . Bob to examine the rear
returned.
"There are redcoats in the rear," he said, ''but
e are enough of us to hold them in check."
Have they a large force ?"
"No, but the path is narrow and dangerous,
swamp is full at that point and only a few
advance at a time."
ey can prevent our leavi ng a s well as we
keep them out?"
l'Yes, Captain."
Later Rob came riding back and reported to
Q

..They reached the path soon after we did.
k H<iggs, one of the Tories you met this
ming, Jed them."
"They can't get in, Rob?"
"No, Captain."
"But we can get out?"
"Not now, Captain. The path is a narrow
e, and they have barricaded it, cutting trees
interl acin~ the branches.
We could never
jet through with the horses."
"They show no disposition to try and force an
•trance?"
"No, Captain, but they do seem determined to
:teep us frorri getting out."
"It looked to me as if they had us cornered,
," said Bob.
"Yes, we are cornered," coolly, "but we have
· advantage. They cannot get in."
"Yes, but Dick, neither can we get out."
"Being cornered does not always mean that
is no way out of the corner," said Dick.
e will have to find some means of fighting our
1 out."

5

"I think I know a way, Captain," cried Rob,
excitedly.
CHAPTER V.-lHow They Got Out.
"What is it, RO"b ?" asked Dick.
"There is another path, but it is a difficult
one. Few know of it."
"Is it known to these Tories?"
"No. I know it, and one or two others. You
have to go through water, but there is good
~round under it, and the water is not as deep as
1t seems."
"Can the horses cross?"
"Yes, two abreast. · You will have to attract
the enemy's attention first, though."
"Oh, we can do that," with a laugh.
"It will be dark soon. Then, when the fire111
are lighted and everything seeming as usual,
you can steal away."
"Very good,'' said Dick.
"Where is thia
path?"
"A little beyond the first of the four holes."
Then Rob was sent off to tell his party ta
mak~ the obstruction on the path still more
difficult to get past, so that even men on foo t
could not surmount them. Thi s was done, the
boys cutting down trees and making them fall
across the obstruction, with their branches interlacing. The same was done at the pass in the
rear, the way- being made utterly impassable.
''The rebels are only fastening t hemselves in.
all the tighter," laughed the redcoats. "The:r
will be starved out in time."
The night shades were gathering now, and the
fires were lighted, the boys eating their suppers
and seeming to be in no way alarmed. Sentriea
were posted at the main path, but they were
merely dummies, and not as vigilant as they
looked. They had every appearance of watchful
sentries, however, and the redcoats held aloof_
There were fires built at the camp end of the
path and these were so .bright. that all beyond
was thrown in deeper shade. The enemy would
probably try to force an entrance by the maia
path when it was quite dark, and so these fire11<
_were kept replenished .
The boys were recalle'd from the other patJu.
and Jack reported from one that the enemy were
withdrawing quietly, probably to join those at
the main road into the swamp. At the rear path
the enemy were simply awaiti ng the sig nal from
the main body. The path by which Dick meant
to escape was between the river and the rear
road, and Jed to another swamp, more difficult
· of access. Rob knew this swamp, which peopl~
thereabout pronounced impassable, Dick Slatel:'
knew much about swamps, however, and had often hidden in those considered as offering no
shelter.
"The swamp is not impassable," said Rob,
"but it is not everyone who knows this."
Meanwhile the camp was being dismantled,
rapidly and quietly. Here and there, where it
could be seen , the side of a tent was left standing, giving it the appearance of the whole. The.
darkness and the intervening trees prevented
many of them from being seen. Rapidly a:n:d
quietly the work went on, till at last the bop
were i·eady to start. The fires at the main ror.I
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were replenished, and more dummy sentries were
posted. The other fires were kept buming brightly, and the boys sang, laughed and talked a s if
there were not an enemy within miles. The f ar. ther away they went the louder they laughed
to keep up appearances. Mark sent away his
boys by twos and threes till at last he was t he
only one left. Then he rode off on his gray and
joined Dick, who was the last to leave the camp.
Rob led the way and the boys rapidly threaded
the narrow path till all were out of the camp,
and the swamp was left behind. As the darkness deepened the camp became quieter, till at
last no sound was heard from it. The fires were
not replenished, and the sentrie.s did not m ?ve
from -their places. All was still and growmg
darker every moment till at last the . redcoats
grew suspicious. They advanced, cautiously at
:first and then more boldly. Then the trick of
J;he ' dummy sentries was discovered, and the
enemy rushed forward toward the camp. The
cornered Liberty Boys had made their escape,
'l:>ut how, was the mystery. In the darkness, for
there was no moon, the path was not seen, and
the redcoats were thoroughly nonplussed. Horses,
wagons, boys, everything, was gone, and t he
w.ystery o! it all greatly puzzled the redcoats.
Hank Hoggs and the other Tor y bullies were
greatly disappointed. They had expected t o get
• a fine horse apiece, with plenty of other pl;inder.
"I'd jes' like ter know how they got wmd of
our comin' so quick," stormed Hank. "Ther rebel didn't know it."
" Waal ther capting doved inter ther hole an'
got erw~y, an' then t;ol' 'em ," said Bull Bunker,
another of the Tory boys, " but that ain't wh a t
bothers me ther most."
" What's that?" asked Hank.
" How they got out. I thought I knowed every
bit o' Four Hole Swamp."
"H'm! yew donno ez much ez yer think yer
d o!" with a snort.
"Mebby I don't .but nuther do yew, Hank
H og gs."
"Waal, I know t hey's er way out'n the swamp,
round by t he f ust hole, where t h er wa ter runs
over, but how could they get out wh en they was
laffin' an' talkin' till ther la st minute, m ost?"
"No, t hey wasn 't, but them fires an' t hem cen·
turies done fooled us."
"Huh you'd be fooled by anything , yew could!"
"So'd yew, ye skunk ."
The t wo exchanged abuse, but not blows, neither having t he courage t o strike the fir st. The
r edcoats had departed, after destroyin g what rem ained in camp out of pur e spite, and the Tory
b ullies at last went their several ways, greatly
out of sorts. In the early morning of the next
day Dick Slater, accompanied by Rob Havil~nd,
Sid Carhart, Horace Walton, Gerald Flemmg,
P aul H owes, and a few more of the southern
Liberty Boys, r ode quietly into the deserted
camp and to the path beyond. They found the
tent cloths burned and the poles broken , and the
d ummy sentries thr own down.
"I don't see why we can 't return," said Dick ,
with a laugh.
"They say lightning never strikes twice in the
same place, Captain," observed Rob.
"An' neither these sneaks nor the redcoats
would ever dream of our comin' back," said Sid.

" I t's a g ood camp," said Dick, "it's harder
get in and out of now, and we can k eep wa
and not be cornered a gain.
"I think the Four H ole Swamp is as good
camp a s a ny we can find," added H orace W allt>
ton, " while w e r emain in the neighborhood." fl•
"Or until General Green comes up, and
t
meet t he r edcoat s," observed Gerald.
o
Rob Haviland wail now in un ifor m and looke1'
greatly improved, altho ugh he had been a g ooq,
looking boy before.
'
"Go back a nd bring u p t he Liberty Boys, Rob
y>ou and Sid," said Dick. " Mean time I will re~'
connoiter with the r est."
The boys rode off at good speed, and long be '
for e noon the Liberty Boys were once more set·i
t led in t heir old headqu arters at Four H ol •
Swamp.

CHAPTER VI.-The Swamp Fox.
In the forenoon [) ·
~et off with a few of t h
boys to reconnoiter. With him wer e Rob, Sid E
Horace a.nd P aul. They were sufficien t ly fa ~
from t he camp not to be suspected of comin
f rom it when they met the same crowd of r ough
boys t hey h ad met the day befor e. Bull Bunke r
a nd H ank Hoggs were great ly surprised at seeing them.
" H uh , we thought we'd druv yew rebels
growled Bull.
"W-e had ye cornered fur on e wh ile anyhow," ,
sneered Hank. •
"You'll find it a hard cl'atter to either drive
us out or keep us cornered for an y long time,"
said Dick , "and it wasn't you who did it, any-,
h ow."
(
"Waal, we fetched t he redcoats, 'cause we'd
seed that t her e r ebel," pointin g t o Rob, "goin'
t er ther camp, an ' we fo ll ored him."
"How in time did yet git ou t when we had yer
cornered so good ? " a sk ed Bull.
"Why. do. yo u say 'we' when you had nothing
to do with it except h ang about?" asked Dick.
"Well, didn't I lead the redcoats round t er the
west'ard i;oad ?" snorted Bull, "an' didn't some
on us take 'em ter ther tother one? 'Course we
cornered yer, ye pesk y rehel. Ther redcoats
couldn't 've don e et theirselv,es."
"0' course they couldn't," said Bub Weezles,
another of t h e crowd, "an ' we're goin' ter fin d
out where yer've went ter an' fetch ther redcoats
a gin."
.
"Hush up, yew B'ub Wee:i;les," growled Bull,
who was well n am ed, being short and thick set,
with a big neck and a fiat foreh~ad.
"Won't do it," retorted Bub. "I'll talk all
I've a mind ter ."
"Charge them boys?" sald Dick, sharply.
There were more than a dozen of the bullies
while there were only five of the young pa~
triots. The sudden dash of the latte'r was not
to be resisted, however. Those of the Tories
who spo.ke the loudest were the quickest to run.
They frurly fell over each other in their haste t o
get away. Some fell on their faces in the dusty
r?ad, ot~ers z:olled into the · dry ditch on one
side, wh1Ie still others were entangled in the
rough rail fence on the other. The QOys w~nt
on at a gallop for some little distance and theia
rode more leisurely.
'
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I' see now that they must have done so,
" Rob replied.
also gave the enemy considerable as' which was just what I wanted to

t's why you make such fun of them for,
tain."
es, and got them to admit that they were
to try and find our new quarters."
ey will never think of looking for us jn
old place, Captain," laughed Sidney.
No," said Dick, "and we are safer there than
would be almost anywhere."
here's only one way to get in now," deHorace, "and we can keep that well guard80 that there will be no chance of our being
'sed, as before."
"It would have been worse," said Dick, smile , "if Rob had not told me of the hole and
e underground streams."
r There were no redcoats any nearer the swamp
g en there were the day before. The enemy
h d simply gone back to their former position
wart for others.
r
"If they had captured us," said Dick, "they
uld probably have advanced, but, as they did
t, they have retired to their former position."
"It was a very good thing for us that they did
t," chuckled Sid to Bob.
"Yes, and it is largely owing to Rob's efforts
at we got away," ,declared Paul.
"Well, I knew about the place," said Rob, coloring, "and I had to tell you all I could. You'd
)ave done the same."
"To be sure they would, R 0b," said Dick.
"What makes the Liberty Boys stick together is
that every boy stands by every other and does
llOt think merely of himself."
Reconnoitering the position of the enemy without being themselves discovered, the boys at
length set off on their return. They went part
of the way by a little different road which Rob
laid went past his home and that of some neigh'llors. They were riding along at an eai:;y ait,
when they suddenly heard a cry for help a little ahead of them.
"That's Sally Newcome," cried Rob. "She's a
11eig)ibor of ours."
"Forward!" cried Dick.
The boys dashed ahead, coming to a neat house
facin g an intersecting road. By thi s road had
eome the same crowd of bullies they had met
llefore ~hat morning. They were now trying to
1Warm mto the house, there bein_g evidently no
one at home but a young girl. She was trying
to keep them out, and it was she who had called
for help. It had come sooner than was expected.
"Let's kerry off ther rebel gal an' make her
folks pay 'er ransom," cried Bull.
"Let's have suthin' ter eat an' tote off ther
rest," said Hank.
"There's nobody ter hum 'cent +i...~ · - 1 " added
") :_ .ttarrys;
Bub.

.

· -~ ~-

!hen the five Liberty Boys suddenly appeared.
Charge the Tory bullies!" cried Dick
There were more of the boys than the re were
llefore, and now a lot of rough lookil'l.g men
Joined the bullies.
0

'l

"Come on, fellers, let's lick ther rebels, we got
enuff," yelled Bull.
"Give it ter them , take all yer want out o'
ther house, they can't help theirselves," roared
Bub.
Matters "began to look serious for Dick Slater
and his little party of brave boys. The To1·ies,
men anq boys, ran into the house and began to
rifle it.
"These fellows are
"Fire!" cried Dick.
thieves and deserve to be punished."
The boys at once fired a volley at the Tories,
and some of them staggered. This was not a
matter which i. thrashing could settle. These
men were breaking laws and were attacking patriots as if they were redcoats or Hessians. They
were enemies in two senses, and must be treated
as such. Therefore Dick gave the order to fire.
At the first report the Tory boys fled like a
fleck of sheep. Matters were getting altogether
too serious for them. The Tory men were surprised and angry at being fired upon. They
imagined that they were going to do about as
they chose in spite of the boys. Now that they
saw that they could not, they beg-an to attack
t.h e brave young pat.riots.
"Stand firm, boys!" said Dick. "We're only a
handful, but we've the right on our side. Drive
back the Tory thieves."
A rattling pistol volley followed, and many of
the Tories were wounded. Then more men appeared, and all pressed forward to attack the
resolute little band. The boys stood firm, and
then, around a bend of the road came dashing a
party of thirty men on horseback, led by a small
sized n;an in a faded uniform. Some of the men
wore uniforms, some were in homespun, and
some in buckskin, and they were armed as variously. Some had swords made from old mtll
saws, some carried muskets, some rifles, and some
shotguns, but all were armed. Their leader gave
a shout as he found - Dick, and now the Liberty
Boys and the motley newcomers joined forces
and poured in such a volley upon th"! Tories that
th.e latter were glad to retreat. The boys and
their allies then halted, and Dick, saluting the
small man jn the faded uniform, said:
"Boys, this is Genernl Francis Marion, the
famous Swamp Fox. Salute him."
Every hat was off in a moment, and the boys
gave a ringi ng cheer for the Swamp Fox, upon
which Marion returned the salute, seeming greatly pleased.
CHAPTER VIL-Rumors of a Battle.
"Your arrival was most timely, sir," ~aid Dick
to the little general. "Th~re was but a handful of
us."
''Who a~·e the~e fellows?" asked Marion. "They
were _not m umform. They are not part of Bill
Cunningham's gang?"
"No, Gcncial, they are simpl y Torv marauders,
en,?ouraged by the presence of the redcoats."
Ar~ ;~ere many of the enemy in the vicinity,
Captam . asked Mal'l_on, who knew Dick well.
. There were not this morning, General, but I
thmk that more are expected."
"Where are 1be Liberty Boys quartered Can.

'
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"At Four Hole Swamp, a few miles distant."
"Yes, I know the place. And the enemy?"
"Beyond Eutaw Springs."
"You are under Greene's orders?"
"Yes, General."
"Very good. Still we may be together, Captain."
"I shall be pleased to be with your brigade,
General," said Dick. "The Liberty Boys are always at your service."
"I know it, Captain."
Marion and his men then rode ofJ! down the
intersecting road, while the girl of the house came
forward and said:
"Why, Rob Haviland, are you a soldier? You
look fine, I declare for it."
"I am one of the Liberty Boys, Sally," said
Rob. "Where are all the folks?"
"'
"Gone off visiting. I expect them back again
this evening. I hadn't any idea that the Tories
'd be so mean."
"You can't depend on 'em. Captain, this is
Sally Newcome. She's a good patriot, and so are
all ,· her folks, and I reckon that's why these
Tory skunks took advantage of their being away
from home."
"They were nothing but thieves and outlaws,"
said Dick. "I am glad that we came up when we
did Miss Sally."
"'so am I, Captain," said the girl, smHin~t. "and
I reckon you were glad that General Marion
came up when he did."
"Yes," laughing, "but we would not have to
run if he hadn't."
"No, I allow you wouldn't."
"You will not be disturbed again by these
Tories. The routing they had will be a lesson to
them."
"They'll keep quiet as long as General Marion
is around," said Rob. "They know that he won't
put up with any fooling."
"Indeed he will not," said Dick. "Come, boys,
we must return to the camp."
They took leave of Sally Newcome, who paid
more attention to Rob than to the rest, however,
and rode o;n.
"Is that your sweetheart, Rob?" asked Sid,
with a laugh.
He and Rob were already fast friends, although
they had known each other but a short time.
"I reckon she is," .answerea Rob, blushing.
"She 'pears like a right smart good girl, Rob."
"That's just what she is, Sid. She's a gfrl
worth tying to, and no mistake."
"Then you're a· lucky fellow, Rob."
"I reckon I am," returned Rob, laughing and
blushing at once.
In a short time they reached .Rob's house, and
the boy's mother, younger brother, and sisters,
came out to see him.
·
"This is Captain Slater?" said Mrs. Ha'<,:lland.
"Yes, madam," answered Dick, tipping his hat,
while all the boys saluted.
"You have made a fine soldier of Rob already.
I always was proud of him, and now I am prouder
than ever."
','You have every reason to be, ma'am. Rob is a
good boy to begin with, and I think we shall make
a J.Ood soldier of him in time."
He is a good boy, Captain," said the mother,
proudly. "He has always done as he was bid-
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den, and you will have no trouble with hi~\
that score."
"Nor on any other, I fancy, ma'am," said Die
"He has already been under fire, and acted as
brave boy should."
"I am glad to hear you say so, Captain," s11
Mrs. Haviland, smiling.
"Yes, and I have no fear of being able to mal
a good soldier of him."
The boys presently rode on, and entered th l
camp at Four Hole Swamp without being seei l
The road to the camp was carefully guarded, !l
that if any Tories approached it the boys cou1
be warned. As they were supposed to be else
where, however, it was not likely that Torie
would come that way, except by accident.
That afternoon Dick Slater came in from 1
scouting expedition and said:
"There are more redcoats about, and I thin!
it will not be long before there is an engage
ment."
CHAPTER VIII.-The Tories Make a Mistake
Shortly after coming in, Dick set off on Majo1
to acquaint Marion with the news he had learne
He took with him Rob Haviland, Paul and Sid
more for company than for any thought , o
danger. He always made it a practice to tak
new recruits with him when out scouting, to giv
them an idea of the work to be done. Dick rod
ahead, the three boys following a few paces be-.
hind. The three boys made a good showing, an
any captain might have been glad to have the
in his troop. The boys rode on at a good g~
when all of a sudden half a dozen rough l~k
ing men rushed upon them from the side of th
road, while others dashed forward from in fron
There were more than a dozen in all, evil look
ing fellows and heavily armed.
·
Two of them seized Major'~ 'lridle, while tw
or three more tried to drag : ·. o lt of the sad
dle. He struck at them with ~ i. to!, and gav
one or two severe blows on tne heads. Other
surrounded Sid and Paul, to get their horses,
which were superior animals.
"Get away, boys!" . shouted Dick, who was
p~led out of his saddle, despite his struggles.
Th'.e three boys tried to escape, dealing vigorous
blows upon the men, who were doubtless Tories.
"Run, l?,:ib," cried Sid, "run! You can help ua
better ' ..•t way."
, "r:o on, Major!" cried Dick.
The intelligent animal at once flew down the
road at full speed. One man who had hold o~
his bridle was dragged twenty f eet in the dusf.
Three others were thrown down, making room
for Rob to escape. Sid and Paul were dragged
from their horses, which were taken in charge by
the Tories. Rob got away, and went flying down
the road a!- full speed after Major.
"What · ; 1:.r let tjiat feller get away fur! •
growled o'ne of the Tories.
"Huh! he ~an't do nothin'. We got three on
'em."
..
"Shuck. ' Some ~:r..· , ....1ean th~r boy, I me)lnt Sla
er's blac., ·-::... 1'."C'JT"Whyn't yer :ltop him yerself?" with a ~narL
''. Waal, I tried .ter, an' got ther hull side ~
my face scraped off."
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"Waal, I got knocked down and kicked in ther
ribs, an' had six on 'em busted, an' that's wuss."
"Come on, we got ter get erway with 'em
quick. Thet black hoss with ther star in his
forrid, an' ther white un air putty 9ood, but I
wanted t'other one. He's a beauty.'
The three boys were held securely and were
now hurried into the woods, two of the Tories
riding the captured horses.
"What yer goin' ter do with ther rebels?"
"Take 'em ter ther swamp an' then tote 'em off
ter ther redcoats. There's er reward fur one on

'em."

"Won't tl:iey give us nuthin' fur t'other ones?"
"No."
"Then what's thex use o' botherin' with 'em?
Let's hang 'em an' throw 'em inter ther swamp
an' ..cut cyards ter see who has ther hosses."
"All right, we'll do et. Where yer goin'?"
"Ter ther swamp, o' course."
"What swamp?"
"Four Hole Swamp, o' course. They ain't nobody there sence them xebels was druv out."
"All right, that'll be fust rate."
The Tories were unwittingly playing right into
the hands· of the Liberty Boys.
Dick, of course 1 did not show his satisfaction,
and fortunately, the Tories were not looking at
the others at that moment. Paul Howes and
Sidney Carhart exchanged swift glances of delight, and then controlled their counterances, so
that they s}).ould not betray themselves. The Tories were taking a short cut through the woods to
Four Hole Swamp.
·
Robi by the road, would make better time,
however, being mounted. He dashed on, and at
last fairly flew along the narrow path le~ding
into the camp, Major alongside. Several of the
Liberty Boys ~.an forward, and Rob said:
"Careful, olr , T" :..n, you might betray-Hello!"
Rob drew 't ·and gasped:
"The cap\ ..in 1.fid the two boys are prisoners to
a lot of Tories. They told me to escape, and I
did."

"Dick captured by Tories?" gasped Bob.
"Yes, Lieutenant. He started Major off and
thev could not stop him."
"No, I warrant they couldn't. Where was this?"
"Ove1· on the other road, leading wrst, toward
General Marion's quarters."
' t; .'.· .
"You don't know where they were goin-._:;· ~be
Tories, I mean ? "
"No, I got away before they set out!'
~To hoFS~, boys, a score of you," said Bob. "We
must get on the track of these fellows."
Twenty boys were quiekly pleked out, and no
time was Jost in getting lnto the saddle.
*May I go, Lieutenant?" asked ..Rob, when all
were ready.
"
"Of course. We want ycm te ·--~
·s :-::ow us the
way, Rob," was the answer.
The bpy set off, Bob Estabrook leading. There
re Jack, Ben, Sam, the two Harrys, Will Free' George Brewster, Dave Dunham, Frank Bel~
, Phil Waters and a dozen more, all sturdy fel' and as brave as lions. They left the camp,
d over the narrow path and were nearing
road when they heard the cry of a ltllwk.
""That's strange!" muttered Bob. "A!e you
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sure Dick was made a prisoner, Rob?" suddenly
haltirig.
"Yes, Lieutenant. I would not say what wasn't
so."
"No, I know you would not, not knowingly, at
any rate, but t hat is Dick's--"
The sound was repeated.
"That's Dick's signal, if I ever heard it. Quick,
boys, conceal yourselves.".
To ordinary ears there was simply the cry of
a hawk somewhere overhead, To Bob Estabrook
it meant something entirely different. The Liberty Boys used a code of signals made up of natural sounds. These sounds uttered in a peculiar
manner, all meant something. The signal Bob
had heard, which he knew had never been given
by _a hawk, meant that enemies were approaching.
In a moment the boys were all off their horses
and hiding themselves in the thickets by the side
of the path. In a moment there was not one of
them to be seen.
"Jove!" muttered Bob, "I'll wager that those
villains are bringing Dick to the Four Hole
Swamp, not knowing that we have returned to it. "
Bob then repeated the signal for the benefit
of the boys left in camp. It was a far-carrying
sound and Bob knew that it would be heard. It
was Dick who had given the signal as they approached the swamp. The Tories, hurrying him
on, did not know that it was he.
"Hello, there's er hawk; somebody better look
out fur their poultry,'' said one.
"There et goes agin,'' said another, presently.
"Yus, them's pesky critters."
Later they heard the same sound from another
direction.
The Tories went right on into the swamp, and
thi:n, all of a sudden, a score of Liberty Boys
suddenly arose in frov.t of them. Then, when
they sought to turn, they saw another score behind them, blocking the 'road out of the swamp.

CHAPTER IX.-Good Way to Get Rid ef Tories. •
The Tories were fairly thunderstruck at :finding
that they had walked right into the camp of the
Liberty Boys.
"It was very ~ood of you to bring us back
here,'' said Dick, 'although I did"not want to return quite so soon."
"Great snakes! who'd 've thunk they'd 'v come
back here?" gasped one of the Tories.
"Not you, at any rate,'' with a laugh, "and that
is why we did so."
The Tories were quickly surrounded disarmed
and made to get off their stolen horse;.
"I'll thank you for Captain," said Paul, taking
the white.
' "An' I don't like everybody to ride Sachem" .
·
'
added Sid, leading off the black.
The boys quickly :recovered their arms, and
then Bob i:;aid to Dick:
"We can't let these fellows go without- a warning, Dick."
"No, we cannot. I know some of these fellows."
"Yes, they were at the Newcome house" observed Rob.
'
"You men :ire enemies, spies and outlaws,'' said
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Dick. "We are not going to keep yo u prisoners,
and you are not worth hanging."
"And it's a waste of good powder and ball to
shoot you," added Bob.
"What yer goin' ter do with us, then, Cap'n ?"
asked one.
"We are going to let you go," was the reply.
The Tol'ies tho ught ' they were getting off easy,
and some of them laug-hed outright.
·
"With a warning which wa think you will remember," from the boys nea r. These hurried
away and presently returned with several strc:mg
birch and hickery switches.
"Now then," said Dick.
Half of the Tories were suddenly seized,
stripped to the waist and tied by their wrists to
trees. The others were then led up, wondering
what was going to ·happen.
"Now then," said Dick, "you men have got to
give these others the worst thrashing they ever
had."
"Don't ye dare t er touch me, any on ye," roared
one of those tied up. "Ef ycr dew, I'll shoot yer
on sight.''
"Ef yew hit me, Josh ,Peters, I'll t a n yer hide
good an' slick," threatened another.
"Never mind them," said Dick, "but do a s I tell
you. If yo u fail in your duty you'll get it harder
yourseJ ves."
The switches were then handed to the Tories, a
file of Liberty Boys with leveled muskets standinlfi behind them. •
'Get to work," said Bob.
The Tories obeyed, and at once a chorus of
yells arose. The executioners were not allowed to
spare the blows, for when one relaxed his vigor
he received a cut himself.
The tied-up Tories yelled and kicked and struggled, but the blows fe ll all the harder.
"Keep it up there, you redheaded rascal," said
Jack to one. "You're not half doing your duty.''
A cut across the legs made the redhead jump
and put in heavier blows.
"You're shirking, you black-muzzled villain,"
said Ben Spurlock to another. "Move lively
there !"
At last, when the switches were worn out, the
Tories were allowed a rest, and were tide up in
their turn. Needless to say that those who had
been tied up repaid their puishment with interest.
There was more yelling and kicking and st r uggling than ever. At last the men were released
and lined up.
"Now then," said Dick, "if you are not out of
this swamp in five minutes, you will be shot. Go! "
The Tories ran as fast as their legs would carry
them, never stopping to visit personal vengeance
on each other. In fact, everybody seemed anxious
to get away from everybody else as soon as possible. As soon as they were off of the narrow
causeway, they scattered in a dozen different directions, each man eviaently seeking to outrun
all the others. Some of the Liberty Boys laughed till the tears ran down their cheeks.
"Weli, that's the best way of gettin g rid of
such cattle that I ever saw," laughed Rob Haviland.
"It acts like a charm," chuckled Sid Carhart.
"There won't be one o' them fellers within ten
miles o' this place in another hour."
"T hey're not worth hanging, and it's a waste of

powder to shoot them," declared Ben, "but a go
hickory switch does more to show such fello
the erro.r of their ways than a dozen sermons."
"We've seen it tried lots of times," added S
Sanderson, to Rob, "an!f it never fail s to do goo
"That's so," declared a number of the boys w
had seen this mode of punishment tried before
lawless men who had troubled them.
"Well, by the way they were running," laugh
Rob Haviland, "it does not seem a s if they'd
back in a month."
·
"Why, if we should be forty miles from he
in a few hours," chuckled Harry Thurber, "we
come upon one or aRother of those fellows, st
running."
"There is no need to change our camp beca1,1
these Tories have discovered that we have r
turned to it,'' said Dick.
"It isn't likely that we will be cornered by
regiment again," declared Bob.
"No, for we know a sure way out of Four H o!
Swamp now, thanks to our new recruit," add
Mark.
"You're gettin' on right smart, Rob," said Si
Carhart, ·"and the boys are all proud of you."
"I am glad of that, Sid," replied Rob, coloring
"I have tried to do my best, and you know
swore to stand by all the boys."
"Well, you're doin' of it, an' I don't think you'!
slack up as long as you're with us."
Dick now mounted his black, left the swamp b
the way shown him by Rob, and rode off at a rattling gait toward Marion's camp. He found it
without difficulty, the little general having given
him directions as to its position. Dick was personally known to the majority of Marion's men,
and they welcomed him heartily, when he rode
in to the camp.
"Well, Cap'n, 1 reckon there's somethin' pressin' when you're comin' over ter see us,'' observed a .sergeant.
"Yes, I want to see the general," answered
Dick.
The man saluted and hurried away, returning
at length, saying:
"Gen'ral Marion '11 see you right away, Cap'n."
"Thank y·o u," said Dick, and dismounting, he
hurried at once to the general's hut.
"The enemy are gathering in great force below Eutaw Springs, General,'' he said. "I have
been there since I met you this morning."
"They are not advancing, Captain?" asked the
general.
"Not as yet. I would have been here before, but
was delayed by a lot of Tory scoundrel s who detained me."
"They may give information to the enemy."
"They will not," laughed Dick, who thereupon
gave a brief account af the affair to the general.
"No, I don't believe they will," Marion returned
with a laugh.
Dick at length set out on his return, taking a
little different road in order to see if there were
any signs of the enemy in any other direction.
He was riding along at a rapid rate, havin
neither seen nor heard anything suspicious since
his start. All of a sudden, however, he heard
voices! and before he could check Major's speed.
dashea right into the middle of a group ot
mounted redcoats halted in the road. They w_e_~f
evidently a ·scouting party who had halted, P6PL1
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llaJ>I! upon hearing him coming on. lt was a sur- ·

~

111rrounded, and one of the British ofiicers, whom

~,, prise to both, at all events, and the redcoats
> i)Uickly took advantage of it. Dick was a t once

v Dick instan tly r ecognized, said with a snap:
"Ha, it is that scoundrelly young rebel, Slater,

who escaped us so strange] y a short time ago."
"Sir," said Dick, "I am neither a r ebel nor a
scoundrel. I am an American patriot. You ai'e
ovcrzeaioi.;s and too ready '.'1ith abu~e. If I were
lnclined to imitate this most pernicious habit of
yours, I should say th at you were no gentleman."
The irate Briton turned fairly purple with 1·age
at this rebuke uttered so quietly. Some of the
vther officers evidently enjoyed t heir superior'..;
1Jiscomfiture, however, for they fai r ly grinned behind h;s back.
"Take the infernal young rebel to the house and
keep him a ciose prisoner," the angry officer bait!.
"I will keep that black horse for myself."

CH/iPTER X.-Dick's Escape.
Dick was disarmed and forced to get off his
horse. There was a Jar g-e," comf01table locking
house not far away, and D.\ek concluded that the
enemy had taken possession of it as an outpost.
. The officer had had his eye on Dick's horse for
some time, and he now <lis1'1ounted from h is
own. Dick had taught Major never to allow anyone whom he did not k now to mount him. No
stranger could touch him . nor anyone else if Dick
gave him a signal. The ill-mannered redcoat now
sprang into the saddle. In a moment he was
thrown, landing on his back in the dust. He arose,
fairly bursting with rage, and attempted to strike
,Majo1·. In an instant Major r an at him, show ing all his teeth. The officer turned and fled,
and there were more expressions o:f delight on the
part of the others.
"Hold that brute," the office1· thundered. "I
will ride him , or kill him !11
Dick gave a signal and Major stood still. He
even allowed two of the redcoats to hold him.
'.11hen the angry officer came back and att empted
to mount. Jt was utterly impos~ b;!.e for him to
uo so, however.
"Take the young rebel away," he thundered.
"The horse sees him and I can do nothing with
him. I'll break him, though, see if I don 't."
Dick was taken out of Major's sight. A heavy
fall and a roar of laughter told him that the
officer had been thrown again.
"Shoot the vicious brute!" Dick heard the furious Briton say. "Any horse that I can't break is
not worth his feed. "
Dick gave a quick whistle and Major came trotting to hi s side.
"You shan't kill him !" the boy cried, angrily.
"There isn't the equal to this horse in a thousand
miles. That pigheaded redcoat can 't ride him ,
and I knew he couldn't."
T he privates and under officers were all in
s ympath y with Dick.
"It would be no less than murder to kill a
·horse like that," said one, under his breath. ·
The boy is ri gh,t, and our gouty major is.as out
of place on that flne animal as a beg:gar would be
on a palfrey. "

Dick and Major were both led av;ay, the young
ratriot b(:ing conducted into the house, while
Major wa:; loosely tethcr(:d outside. Dick was
placed in a- roorn on the fl oqr above the mai n one,
with a guard outside the door.
"l mu st not lose any more time r~::: n I can
help," Dick th ought. "Let me see what m y chances
are."
The room in which Dick was a prisoner was a
cornel' enc, with two large wi'ndows in front and
one on t he side. There was a creeper gtowmg
aptinst foe side r,f the house, Dick being abJ.e to
see it plain ly from the window. It was evidently
quite old and vigorous, its :;tern being as th ick as
From the front Dick
hi~ \'I Ti ~ t and very tough.
could see Major tetlwred to a sapl;ng. standing
pa tiently unti I he shculd Le 11·3nted.
:.;e'•c, al red,.oats were standing Ol' walking
about on ih c luv. n, but none of them "ecm ed to
be 011 g1..ard. The!·e were JJonc on the road now,
bu L ihtre seemed to be a number in Lhe house,
th eir loud laughter being hea:rd dist:nctly.
"They arc all busy with their own affai r s;''
l'afrl Dick, "I think I may undertake it with safet y."
The window was fa stened with a button, that
i;ort of catch being much in vogue ::it that time,
the sash being easily raised from within . Dick
raised aqd secured the lo wer sash and looked out.
There was no one in sight on that siJe of the
hou se. There was a branch of the creeper just belo w the window, runn ing off at an angle to the
m ain stem.
"Notliing could be better," muttered Dick t o
him self.
Then he put hi s feet out of the window, lowered himself till he touched the creeper, and
turned.
Lowering him self :otiil farther he let him=>elf
down on his knees, h olclini; on by the wi ndow sil l.
Working- along to the corner of the windn11· he
was able to reach the main stem of the vine, after which hi s task was much less difficult. Takin g hold of the vine by both h ands he rapidly descended to the ground. He had just touc1:ecl it
when he heard a shout from above. Looking up
quickly he saw a redcoat looking out.
"Come back here!" the redcoat shouted.
_, "Not to-day," laughed Dick.
Then he dashed around the corner of the house
and was at Major's side in a mom ent: Slipping
the te ther, he sprang into the saddle and was off
like the wind, across the lawn and upon the road.
The startled redcoats shouted and set out after
him , some on foot, and one or two hurriedly
mounting their horses. One or t wo hurried shots
w ere flred from the window, and !} few more '
from those in pursuit. Some struck'"'the trees, the
rest flying wild, and Dick sped on around a turn
in the road. He had no pi stols with ·which to return the fire of the r edcoats, and he rode on,
k ee ping a sharp lookout in fro nt of him. In a
short time he heard the tramp of a number of
horses coming on at full speed behind him.
"They will never catch us now, Majol'," "ha
iiaid, and the intelligent animal whinnied in re-,
'
'
.
ply.
By degrees the sounds of pursuit grew mere
faint as Di<;k dashed on, and at last were no longer heard. Taking a s hort cut he knew he atl
length reached the swamp and entered it by tho
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secret way which Rob Haviland had shown him.
It was nearly dusk when he at length entered the
camp, the boys being delighted to see him.
"You have had an adventure, Dick,'' laughed
Bob. "Where are your hat and your pistol belt?"
"With the enemy,'' said Dick.
"Redcoats?"
"Yes."
--...
"Are there any of them near ? "
"No, and I think they will be still fart.h er away
by morning. I don't believe they will be able to
retain that position."
"Not if Marion knows they are there,'' declared
Bob, when Dick had explained.
"There is likely to be a fight as soon as General Greene gathers his forces," declared Mark.
"Who is in command of the redcoats?" asked
Bob.
"Colonel Stuart, I believe. He has been trying
to engage Greene in battle."
"He is likely to succeed shortly," said Bob,
dryly.
"I think so myself,'' observed Dick. "There is
every indication of it."
That night the boys received orders to move
up closer to Eutaw S~rings, and left their camp
at Four Hole Swamp m high spirits. Stuart had
a considerable force with him, but so had Greene,
with a number of able leaders, including Lieutenant-Colonels Wa shington, Lee, Malmedy, Pickens,
Sumner and Marion. Halting within a few miles
of E utaw, they made ready to advance the next
morning.
CHAPTER XI.-The Battle Begins.
Greene advanced on the morning' of September
8th to meet Stuart. The latter would not believe that Greene was anywhere near, although
two deserters had said he was. The redcoats
from whom Dick had escaped declared that there
were only a few of the "rebels'' about, and no considerable force. Stuart had sent out foraging
parties, and now, as a matter of precaution, he
sent out Captain Coffin with a troop of cavalry, to
make observations, and, if possible, call in the
foragers.
Greene's force marched in two columns. and
had advanced to within four miles of Eutaw
Springs, when Lee, who was in the advance, with
the Liberty Boys to aid him, came upon Captain
Coffin.
The latter, ignorant of the near approach of
Greene's army, attacked Lee furiously. The Liberty Boys were in the advance, and at once fell
back, so as to lead the redcoats on. The enemy
snapped at the bait, and rushed forward. Then
Lee, with Armstrong and Henderson on one side,
and t he Liberty Boys on the other, attacked the
redcoats.
"Charge, Liberty Boys!" cried Dick, and the
redcoats suddenly found themselves most vigorously attacked by t he very boys- whom they had
driven back, as thev suppo sed.
Cra sh-roar! The brave boys' muskets rang
out in a tremendou s volley, and the ranks of the
redcoats showed many gaps. Then the gallant
fellows cha r ged fu riously, and the redcoats discovered that t hey were no mean foes. A dozen
stalwart r edcoats rushed at Dick, expect ing t o

"1
capture him by a sudden dash. There were p!J~.
of the boys watching Dick, however, ready bd
just such a move.
>.
"Look out for the captain, bpys!" cried Boh"
"' Sid Carhart, Paul Howes, Horace Walton, l!in
Haviland, Gerald Fleming and a dozen more, 1 •
Southern boys, urged their horses forward 8bE
hastened to Dick's assistance.
"To the rescue, liberty forever, down with 1i
redcoats!" shouted Paul, who was a most std
ing figure on his beautiful white horse, Captai
The boys echoed his shout, and the British, wD1
had expected to capture Dick, suddenly fou1
themselves in danger of being taken. Paul ·
mounted one and forced him to take to the wo04
to escape capture. Rob Haviland fired at a ·
redcoat who was about to seize Dick's bridle, a
gave him a painful flesh wound in the right a
Sid Carhart shot off the hat of another, and ma
him wheel his horse in great haste. Horace W
ton struck another a blow with his pistol on t
right shoulder and temporarily disabled it.
the little party made such a fierce sortie in fa
that the enemy were obliged to run, some
them leaving their horses behind them. The bo
gave a cheer as the redcoats fled, and more
them now came surging on ready to discoura
any further attempts to capture Dick. All alo
the line the fight was going on briskly, the m
of Light Horse Harry's legion being known
earnest fighters. Lee gained Coffin's flank, an
he and the foraging party were driven back pr
cipitately, many being captured, and a numb
killed.
Lee now pushed forward, the Liberty Bo
keeping with him, knowing that there would
fighting, and resolved to do their best. Whe
within a mile of the British lines they cam
upon a detachment whom Stuart had sent out
aid Coffin. It was a surprise for the enemy, wh
fell back, and now Greene prepared for battl
th~wing forward his troops rapidly.
In a sho
time there was a sharp action going on in th
fields and on the road, the patriot lines bein
well extended.
Dick was advancing with his gallant lads whe
he discovered the enemy unlimbering their can
non and preparing to sweep the road vrith a d
structive fire. He quickly deployed , hoping
take the redcoats on the flank.
The enemy'
guns thundered, and much damage would hav
been done had not Colonel Williams, one of th
·bravest fighters in the patriot ranks, brought u
the artillery.
The cannon on both sides no
roared, and the patriots charging, the British fe
back to their lines, dividing into two column
and forming upon the flanks. The American
continued to advance, keeping up a rapid firing
Dick, who kept close to Lee, shortly charged
strong detachment of the enemy, and opened
rattling fire upon them.
"Do· your duty boys" said Dick "and sho
these redcoats th~t ·if ..;e are but b~ys in years
we are men in spirit."
·
Those who had been a long time with th
Liberty Boys encouraged the newer ones, an
even Rob Haviland, who was the newest of all
felt his valor rising as he saw how bravely alf
the boys fought. He was wounded in the arm,
but did not know it u ntil Mark, riding a longside,
said :
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you are hurt, Rob, you may go to the rear
get fixed up."
ank you, Lieutenant, but I don't think-"
then Rob saw blood on his. arm a nd began
feel faint.
hat's all right," he said, and Sid supported
, or he would have fallen.
I'll be riµ·H ::igain in a moment," he said, and
he saw Dick.
"All right, Captain," he said, saluting. "Just a
e faintness, I reckon. I'm getting over it.
k you, Sid, old man."
"Don't stay if you are not able, Rob," said

But Rob quickly rallied, and dashed on with

rest, charging the redcoats valiantly.
"Good fellow, Rob," said Sid. "I'll stick to
, but don't be afraid to say so if you feel
r. It isn't lack o' grit, I know, but I reckon
may have been hurt."
"So I was, Sid, but I'm better now, and I'll
ll out of it right smart, don't you be afraid."
Then the plucky fellow joined in the charge
'th the rest and fought manfully.
Cannon roared, muskets rattled and pistols
tracked, the din being terrific. Stuart now knew
at the whole of Greene's army was opposed
to him, and be brought all hi s force into action.
Lee's infantry were engaged with the veterans
of the Sixty-third, when the Sixty-fourth adwnced and fell upon Malmedy, who was forced
to fall back. This left Henderson to sustain the
fire of the British _right, and al so that of the
11ank bat.talion under M<ajoribanks, but he fought
manfully, the Liberty Boys giving him great as8istance. Greene's second line now came up, but
at the same time the enemy brought forward its
reserve infantry. Henderson was wounded and
bad to retire, and Sumner's men gave way in
confusion, the British pressing forward vigorously.
"Stand firm, Liberty Boys!" shouted Dick,
while bullets fairly rained around him.
Then Greene sent Williams to make a bayonet
charge, and the gallant boys were able to make
a .!>tand. The enemy became confused, and the
patriots advanced with a cheer, breaking the
British line and causing them to retreat in disorder. Colonel Campbell, of the Virginians, fell
mortally wounded, however, and was borne from
the field. Then Majoribanks was ordered into the
conflict and greatly annoyed the patriots from
behind a thicket. Colonel Washington tried to
oislodgc the enemy with. his cavalry, but was
1r1ade prisoner, his horse being shot under him.
Hampton collected the scattered cavalry, and
now, with the Liberty Boys,~ part of L ee's legion
with the help of Kirkwood and the Delaware regiments, fell upon Majoribanks and routed him.
'l'he latter halted in a garden, while Captain
Coffin, with his cavalry, took post in the road below, while Cruger was in a brick house to which
th e garden belonged. Stuart had left hi s tents
standing, and now when the enemy were generally flying-, the patriots came upon it. A great
number of prisoners had been taken, besides artillery and many stands of arms. Coming upon
Stuart's camp, many of the American soldiers
could not be made to believe that the battle was
not yet over, but began to rifle the tents. They
broke into the stores and stopped to drink the liquors found among them, and to eat voraciou sly
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of the provisions. In vain the oIB .. :::rs tried to
make them desist, telling them that the enemy
might yet return and take advantage of their
neglect, a warning which was not heeded until
too late.
CHAPTER XIl.-The Battle Lost.
While many of the American troops were eating ravenously, drinking quantities of cold water
the while, the British were preparing for a i·ally.
The day was warm, and many of the men became disabled through their intemperate eating
and drinking. Dick, Bob and Mark, and many
of the Liberty Boys tried' to show the men the
folly of their conduct, but to no purpose. Light
Horse Harry Lee's legion had not been tempted
to indulge their appetites, and they and the Liberty Boys were in good condition, the rest having
refreshed them.
"It's the old story of the general who turned
aside to feast and make merry, whom we read
of at school," said Bob, impatiently.
"Yes, and I'm afraid that it will prove as
disastrous to u s as Hannibal's winter at Capua
did to him,'' replied Dick. "The enemy are even
·
now returning."
This was indeed true, as was quickly discovered, and Dick forthwith put his brave boys on
the defensive. Many of the soldiers were intoxicated, and as many more ill, and the greatest confusion prevailed when it was learned that the
enemy were returning.
Fortunately there were some who were in CO)l·
dition, and these now rallied and prepared to
meet the enemy, and, if possible, save the day.
The battle had been won, but for the intemperance of some of the troops, and it might still be
if they stood firm. Already the British were
forming to gain their lost advantage, and now a
heavy fire was poured upon the Americans in the
camp by the men in the brick house. At the
same time Majoribanks moved from his covert
upon the right, and Coffin upon the left.
"Forward!" was the word, and Lee rushed on
with his legion and the Liberty Boys.
The enemy retreated to the house, the doors
of which were closed so quickly that some of their
own men were shut out. A score of the Libert;v
Boys dashed forward and seized these unfortunates. Then, using them as shields, the gallant
boys fell back beyond the fire from the windows.
Two field pieces captured from the enemy were
now brought up and trained upon the house. Dick
Slater was an expert gunner himself, and he
quickly picked out a squad of seven of his gallant
Jads and prepared to serve the guns.
One or two shots were fired, but the gu n s were
in range of a swivel in th e second story of the
Then
hou se, and th ey had to be withdrawn.
Coffin came up, but was attacked by Captain Egg leston and Colonel Hampton, Lee and his brave
legion, with the Liberty .Jloys, pursuing him hotly. '11hen Majoribanks came up, and there was a
hot fight. Dick cheered on his brave boys, and
they fought valiantly, standing firm, although
many were wounded and some killed. Rob Haviland was fighting next to one of the boys who had
been a year in th e company, when he saw the ho]
about to fall from hi s horse. He caught the pOOJ
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fellow, and, la ying him across his saddle, said to
J ;i cl;, who was near him:
What shall I do
· i '0or Fred h as been shot.
,WiLh him?"
"TPke him to ih c rear. Is he badly hurt?"
"l fea r he is dead, Jack."
"Take him to t he r ear, Rob," said Jack, with
11 ch oh.i1~ g voice.
]:{.ob bore his dead companion to t he rea1· and
laid him tender ly u pon t he gra;;s.
"1 rnYecl you from being· trampled on , if I
could do nothing else," murmured Hob, wid1 brimmi ng ey<:>;;.
'1'11r' boy was dead, and Rob crossed h is arms
u pon hi s breast and put a handke rchief over his
f ace.
•·'fh c builet that killed h im might have laid me
low," he muttered, "but I suppose it was not time
f or me to go."
Re ''aited by the side of the dead Liberty Boy
t i i l Ma rk came along.
"How is you r hurt, Rob?" the young lieutena nt
a sked .
"I don't know, sir, but poor Fred will never
i ·i de with us again , and I mi gl1t have been in his
place. I was next to him."
"One never knows, Rob," sa j ly. "Others have
We must get Jitters and bear
fallen to-day.
t hem away."
Everywhere t he tide seemed to be turning
against the patriots, and at last G1·cene, not wishing t-0 see his army annih ilated, ordered a ret~eat.
Leaving Colone l Hampt on with a strong picket
near the enemy's cam)J, he withdrew the main
part of his army to Burdell's plantation, seven
mil es distant. The British went into their camp
and did not attempt a pu rsu it. The Liberty Boys
i·oturncd to Four H ole Swamp, taking their d ead
and wuu;1ded with them. The battle had lastC'<i
fou r hou rs, and had been one of the most li'otly
contest ed of the war. T he Liberly Boys returned
sa<lly to t heir cp.mp, and for th e rest of the day
all was c1uiet. Toward evening a squad of the
bow marched to a lonely spot in the centre of
the swam p, and h ere, on a shady knoll, du g
graves in which to deposit the last r emains of
their beloved companions. Oth er boys, skil1 ed in
such th ings, m ade coffins in which t o place the
bodies. As the shad t'S of even ing- were gathering,
the whole troo p of Liberty Boys marched to the
graves with rcverscg m·ms, colors draped, and
the drum s beating slow, measured notes.
There was not a dry eye in the troop a s Dick
Sl ater, ·with his head uncovered, read the service for the dead.
"Liberty Boys," he said, " the fortunes of war
have taken foul" of our loved companions from u s,
but let not this be n cause of rcg;:et, since they,
h~vc died fighting g loriously for their country,
and for the :;acrccl cause of independence.
''These boys g·avc their lives for our cause,
and they- have been ever ready, as all of us ai·e,
to ma-ke the sacrifice. They have given all they
liad, and !:'Orne day it will be rC'paid to those who
foll ow theni, in the b lessings of freedom.
"lt might be any of u• )\'ho lie here, an~ so
while we cannot regret that these youn g li\'<:>s
havC' bC'cn givCl: io the sacred cause of liberty,
let us all be t;wnkful that we arc spared to carry c>1• th" f'lrng·glc, perhaps to w~t ne ss its ultim at(.~ ~ .. l~·•"'lo ·~s. n

"l mighi

~ ~

-

-

lying there

in ~; tcad

of poor Fred,"

whispered Rob to Sid. "I shall never fo rg et thi
day as long as I live, and I will devote all m
life to our cause."
The flags were removed from the coffins, whic
were slow ly lowered into the graves, and then th
bGys took up thait· spades.
"l<.:arth to earth, aust to dust," said Dick, and.
th en repeated a shol"t prayer, after which t.he
graves were filled and neatly rounded over.
A board inscrj.bed with the name and age of
the boy lying there was placed at the head of
each grave, and then the bnys marched back t o
their tents, a nd the evening was spent quietiy.
The guards were set as usual, but no one ventured near t he camp, and in the early morning
word came from General Marion that the Liberty Boys were wanted at once.

CHAPTER XIIl.-Routing the Redcoats
Although Colonel Stuart claimed the bat tle, he
did not remain long at Eutaw Springs, fearing
that Greene might retv.rn with a greater force
and visit a still more severe punishment upon
him. He left early the n ex t morning, destroy1I1g
a large amount of storeR, a nd leaving behind a
nu mber of his wounded to be taken care of b:t
the patriots. Early as he was, however, h e wa'
hotly pursued by Marion, who had been joined L>.Y'
the Liberty Boys. The brave fellows were i11
high spirits, and ready to punish the enemy, a: though they still felt the loss of their comrade:-..
The Liberty Boys were close lipon his trail, be:·
ing sent ahead with all haste by Marion, who
knew that they wer e accu stomed to making these
whirlwind dashes. So swiftly did the boys follow, in fact, that it was not long before the y .
came up w ith Stuart's rearguard.
"After the redcoats, boys!" cried Dick. " Let
th em hav it."
" Liberty forever, down with the redcoats!"
echoed the gallant boys, as they swept down upon
the enemy.
Muskets rattled and pistols cracked, and the
enemy hastened to get away from their furious
young assailants. The boys pursued them vigorously, but at length paused when the main army
was reached. Then they dashed away as rapidly as they had come, and the enemy did not lead
them into a trap, as they had hoped to do. Ma'.·:ing a rapid detour, the plucky boys at length attac ked the enemy again, doing much execution .
They got away again without being caught, and
then followed on, hoping to do more damage in
a short time. They were getting ready to make
another dash whe!l. a number of men came hurrying toward them through the woods.
"Chasin' the redcoats, be ye?" asked one,
dre ~"ed in buckskin, and carrying a long rifle.
"Yes," said Dick.
"Waal, I reckon ye better be keerful then,
'cause thcy's a big p~.rty o' redcoats comin' up
ter help 'em."
"This is worth knowing, Dick," said Bob. "We
might have had our hands full."
"Very true," agreed 1Jick, and he questioned
the men closely.
Satisfied that they told the truth, he withdrew
and hurried back to meet Marion and acquai nt
him with lhc n<'ws. Stu:ut pushed on to Monks
Corner, twenty-five miles from Charles.ton, feel-
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that he was unable, even with McArthur's had tied. Dick made his repo1·t to General Greene,
, to meet the enemy. General Greene was and the latter, deciding that the enemy were in
ly apprised of Stuart's retreat, and followed too great numbers and too strongly entrenched
·almost to Monks Corner. Here he halted to be attacked, set out upon his return. He found
, sending for Dick, said:
upon reaching Eutaw, that many of his men were
•Captain, I want you to ascertain the enemy's ill,. and so marched to the hills of the Santee to
ngth and position. Take a small party and give them a chance to recuperate. The Liberty
m all you can."
Boys returned to their old camp at Four Hole
"I will do so, General," said Dick, saluting, Swamp to keep watch upon the enemy and await
d hastening away to do Greene's bidding.
instructions from Greene.
He took Bob, Ben Spurlock, Jack Warren, Sam
It was while they were in camp that Patsy and
derson, the two Harrys, and half a dozen oth- Carl set out on a foraging excursion to hunt for
; all were mounted and among the bravest of food. They came across Hank · Hoggs peeking
Liberty Boys.
and spying on the camp, so they captured him
llick s~t out at a gallop with his little party, and brought him into the Liberty Boys camp. It
ery boy of whom was ready to act at an in- was while in camp that the boys heard of Sally
t's warning. There might be enemies nearer Newcome's abduction. Hank denied having anyan they supposed, and so they kept a sharp thing to do with it, but Dfok did not believe him.
kout. Rounding a sharp turn in the road when
"thin a short distance .of the enemy's camp, of
hich they had caught a view a few minutes becre, they came suddenly upon a party of red- CHAPTER XIV.-Looking for a Missing Girl.
ats.
"Forward, Liberty Boys!" shouted Dick, wavHank was allowed to go about the camp, but
"ng his sword. "Down with the redcoats. "
was watched, and there was no possible chance
One would have supposed that the whole of · of his escaping. Then Dick, Bob and a full
Greene's army was after those redcoats by the dozen of the boys mounted their horses and set
'llhY they wheeled.
Some were di smounted and off for the house of Sally's parents. On the way
rolled into the ditch, and some went dashing into they stopped at Rob Haviland's. He had heard
the wood!S in their e:i,::citement. The whole party of the abduction of Sally, and had gone off to
fted in the greatest haste, not stoppiJJg to fire' a look for her. "How would he know where to
shot. The boys cheered and fired over the head s go?" Dick asked.
of th(_) flying redcoats, making all t he noi se they
"Tom Newcome just come in and told us about
could. Dick pursued them right into the camp, Sally's being mis sing," mid Mrs. Haviland.
and the:n suddenly wheeled and, with a ringing "They found a knife in the bushes
under the
laugh, dashed away.
Jack's bay mare, Ben's window of Sally's.
r oan, the sorrels of the two Harrys, and Paul's named Pettigrew." It belonged t o a young maD
white Captain, were all superb animals, and Dick
"A Tory?"
rud not lead them by many paces.
.
"Yes, and a man of bad reputation."
"They'll call us saucy rebels after this," laugh"And the boys are going to find him ? " Dick
ed Jack, who led his companions, Dick and Bob
asked.
being ahead.
''Yes."
A swarm of redcoats came rushing out after
"Where does he live?"
the boys, but the latter were not to be caught.
"Back of the river about half a mile near a
Two or three volleys were sent after them, and
it seemed to rain bull ets for a time, but none of dry swamp. It is about two miles from here on
t he boys was hit: Dick had time to make a rough the northern i·oad."
"Then we must try ana fin d the two boys,"
t ·timate of the enemy's strength, even in that
short time. Then, when safe from pursuit, for said Dick. "After that we will look for the
the redcoats did not follow far, fearing to be girl."
''Rob did not go to the camp first?" the boy's
ca ught in a trap, h e cli mbed a tall tree, and surn ;ycd the country at greater lei sure. The whole mother af;ked.
"No, but I suppose he thought he would lose
s'.·ene lay spread out before him like a map, a nd
t:c had abundant time to survey it all. From his time."
The boys then set out to look for Rob and
lofty perch he beheld a party of redcoats come
the girl's brother.
<iUt of a wood not far distant and set off in his
direction. He at once descended and said:
They first stopped at the Newcome house,
"Form an open line across the road, boys. We that being on their road.
will surprise another party of the enemy, who
Sally's mother told the:n they had not missed
h ave no notion of our presence."
the girl until breakfast time.
The boys formed a double line, and looked like
"I thought mebbe she was a bit sleepy," she
a considerable party, taking up the whole road. added, " 'cause Bob was he re last night, a n' so I
Before long they heard the tramp of horses and didn't think nothin' of it when she didn't come
put themselves on the alert. At length the red- to help me get breakfast."
coats appeared, and Dick shouted:
"How did you learn of it at last?"
"After them, boys !"
"I called her, got no answer, an' went up to
The enemy were greatly surprised, not having her room. Then I found the window wide open,
th e first idea that there were any "rebels" about. everything in disorder, and a ladder' outside."
They wheeled as rapidly as had the othe~·s and
"You heard nothing during the night?"
r ode off at full speed, the boys pursuing only a
"No, but I sleep putty sound."
short distance, however. Then the boys returned,
"No one else heard an ; thing?"
iiaughing over the haste with which the redcoats
"Father thought he heard someone movi•' bl
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!his sleep, an' as it stopped in a minute, he
thought no more of it."
"Did Tom hear nothing?"
"No, but he sleeps sound, too."
"Did he find the knife?"
"Yes, and knew it, and then it had Dug Pettigrew's initials on the handle."
"And he and Rob have gone to the man's
house?"
"Yes."
"How long ago?"
"About an hour ago. Tom didn't find the
knife at first, nor till after he'd made a long
hunt."
The boys then continued on their way. At the
end of a mile they came upon Rob and Tom Newcome.
"Have you been to Dug Pettigrew's ?" asked
Dick. ,
"Yes, Captain, but his mother says he went
to Charleston a week ago. Have you heard
about it?"
"Yes Rob and we are going to try and find
Sally f~r yo~. Did you see any footprints under
the window, Tom?",
"Yes, but I couldn't make out any of 'em. They
were all mixed up."
"Couldn't you follow them?"
"Only to the road, and after that it was no
use."
'And then yot: fot:nd this yot.:ng man's knife? "
"Yes here it is," and Tom produced an ordinary b~ckhorn handled hunting knife.
"You know this is Peaigrew's ?"
"Yes, and so does Rob."
"Whv should the man run off with your sist er ?'J ·
"He's a rank Tory, 'first, and he hates us, and.
then he pretends to be in love with sis. He isn't
in love With anything but himself, and rum and
tobacco."
"Have you seen him within a week, Tom?
Think."
"Yes, I know I have. I saw him the day before the fight at the Springs."
"Not since then?"
"No."
'
"You did not tell Mrs. Pettigrew anything of
this affair?" Dick asked.
"No, I said I wanted to see Dug."
"Did she mention it?"
"No she said Dug had been gone a week, and
she didn't know when he would be back."
"Are there any hiding places in the dry
swamp?"
"Yes, plenty of them. It has a bad name.
They say murders have been committed there,
and the negroes shun it as thell_ would the
plague."
"That's right," said Rob. "You can't get one
to go near it, and some of the white boys won't
either."
"That's where we want to look, then," said
Diel~
"This woman may know nothing of the
abduction, but she has evidently been lying, for
an that."
"She isn't above it," said Tom.
"Can you get to the swamp without passing the
Pettigrew house.?"
"Yes, Captain, two or three ways."
"Then you go one way, Rob, with me and half

our party, and Tom will go with Bob and the
other half."
"All right, Captain."
"Your arm is better, Rob?"
"Much, and I reckon it'll be all right before
long."
"Then come on. When we reach the swamp
we will divide our parties again and search the
place thoroughly."
"Good!" said the boys.
Then the two parties set out.

CHAPTER XV.-Jack Finds a Trail.
,With Dick were Jack, Ben, Sam, the two
Harrys, Sid and Paul. In Bob's party were
He race, Arthur Mackay, Phil, Frank, George
Brewster, Dave Dunham and Gerald. The two
parties reached the dry swamp at about the
same time, but at different points. Then Dick
sent Jack, Rob, Sid, and Paul one way, while he
took apother with Ben and the o\hers.
Jack Warren and his party were good at following trails, and so Dick had no hesitation in
sending them off by themselves.
With Rob, Sid and Paul, all boys of the South,
and accustomed to going about in swamps, Jack
had good allies, and he at once began his search.
"Wrth four p·Hties going through the place, we
ought to give it a pietty good scouring," he said.
"And if we come across this fellow Pettigrew,
and he runs away from us, he'll be right likely
to run into some of the others," remarked Sid.
"If you see Bull or any of those fellows, stop
them," said Jack.
"I am afraid we won't see Bull," observed Paul
Howes, "for Patsy's catching Hank probably gave
him a hearty fright."
"Very true."
Dick's party rode two abreast, finding a fairly
good-... path, but at times they could see only a
short distance ahead on account of the thickets of
alder, willow, shrub oak and pine and other
growths. Dick kept his eyes open for footprir.ts
or other tracks recently madel but did not see
any. At length he heard anotrrer party making
its way through the swamp, and signalled it. The
signal was answered, and presently they came
upon Bob and a party crossing their path.
"Seen anything, Bob?" Dick asked.
"No, nothing."
"Keep on and you may. We will do the same."
_ The paths of the parties crossed at right angles,
and they went on, soon losing sight of each
other. Jack and his party hai:f gone on some little distance when they came to a path cutting
across theirs. Here they saw fresh tracks made
by two horses.
"Hello!" said Jack, "someone has been here
lately."
"On horseback," said Sid.
"Yes,'l said Jack, getting down, "and here are
footprints, too."
"It doesn't follow that anyone coming in here
is · a rascal, does it?" asked Paul. ,
"Of course not," laughed Jack, "but one rascal may have done so, and so we must follow
every trail till we get on the right one."
"And this one may be w:r;:ong?"
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course, and-hello I"
was following the· tracks, his mare cornier him, when he suddenly saw something
in the path which was very peculiar to him.
a tricolor cockade, such as the Liberty
wore in their hats. He picked it up and
"obJ old man, did you give your cockade to
y?
had an extra one, and gave her that," said
"There was no harm? How did you think

tr"

·

ause I found this," said Jack, holding up
cockade, "and did not see how it could have
e here unless you had given it to her."
es, I did."
en that simplifies matters. I don't know
ther she dropped this purposely or not, but it
s us something to work on."
So it does."
.
he four boys walked on at fairly good speed,
owing the tracks.
This took them off the path they had been on,
of course, that did not matter.
"We were not supposed to keep on as we startin case we found a trail," observed Jack, "and
think we have found one."
There were the hoofmarks of two horses, a nd
e footprints of two persons, one on each side
{ the horses.
"These are not boys' tracks," observed Jack,
•unless they are pretty big boys."
"Bull Bunker is a pretty big tellow," replied
Rob "and has big feet. He toes over and his
footprints are deeper on the outside than on the
Inside."
"Look at these, Rob," said Jack. "It strikes
me that they might be made by the fellow from
what you say."
·
Rob stooped and examined the tracks pointed
out by Jack.
"Yes, those are his, fast enough," he said, "but
he would not be here, would he, after the fright
Patsy gave him?"
"Could he not have been here before that?"
laughed Jack. "He was telling Hank about it,
you know, when our wild Irishman surprised
them."
"That is so, I forgot that part of it," returned
Rob, smiling.
"Do you know the other tracks? " asked Paul.
"You seem to know the peculiarities of these fellows pretty well ? "
"I have known them for some time, you know,
and have noticed all these things" many times."
"Well what do you think?"
"Bill XVeezles made those footprints," declared
Roh , after examining them for a few moments. ,
"Why?"
"He toes in, and has a long foot. He is a tall
fellow, and wears boots that are generally too
big .for him."
"He probably wears the old man's when the latter has discarded them," Jack laughed.
"That's just what he does," said Rob. "You
must be a Yankee, Jack."
"Yes, from New Jersey,'~with a chuckle. "Dick
has taught me to put things together when following a trail."
"Now that the boys were on the trail they followed it quite rapidly, getting 9n t hei r norses
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again to save time. Jack led tilt! way, being the
longest in service, and the best at this sort of
work. Rob rode alongside and Paul and Sid followed a length or two behind. The ground was
quite soft most of the way, on account of the
shade, and a good hard rain would put much of
it under water. It took impl'essions readily,
therefore, and retained them.
"Are there any huts ·or cabins in this place,
Rob?" J a.ck asked, as they rode on at a rapid
walk.
"There is an old cabin whe•i:e they say a murder was committed many years ago, an d there
are a few tumbledown huts, used by hunters in
the winter."
"Are we on the road to the cabin?"
"Well I am not certain about that. I have
.seen it, but that was some time ago, and I think
I came in at a different place."
"It is a log cabin?"
"Yes, a story and a half high with a mud chimney."
,
"Set on the ground or raised?"
"Set on the ground. There is a cellar under it,
and they say the body of the murdered woman
was buried there, but would not stay buried."
..The place was too wet, I suppose, and the
earth washed, away."
"Very likely."
Just then the boys came to the bed of an old
stream where there were many stones, and the
trail was difficult to follow.
"They have not crossed this," said Jack, getting
down. "They have followed it, probably to save
time."
He presently picked up enough of the trail to
prove this, and the boys followed the old bed for
some distance. Then they suddenly saw an old
cabin in a little clearing, and, leaving the bed of
the ·stream, advanced. toward it. There was no
one in sight, but now the, trail , was plain again,
and there were more footprints:
·
"They have dismounted here," said Jack. "Here
are the footprints of two men and a young womin addition to those of Bull and Bill."
The boys now dismounted, and Jack, advancing
a pace or two, with his musket held ready, shouted:
"Hello, the house!"
The hail went echoing through the woods, but
there was no other answe-s.
"Go around to the back;- boys," said Jack.
"There must be someone aoout."
Paul and Sid went around to the rear, while
Jack turned the paper the other way and said:
"Read it."
"Hey?"
"Read it," Jack yelled.
"Hey?"
"Oh, for goodness sake put it in a musket and
shoot it off and then perhaps she'll hear," said
Jack , impatiently.
"That old humbug can hear as well as you or I
can, Jack," said Rob, in his ordinary tone.
"Of course I can, when I am not f'elled at,"
snapped the crone, "but I can't read.'
"Well, then, where is Sally Newcome ?"
"How do I know?" with a snarL
"Whei·e is Dug Pettigrew? "

an,

•
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"l:'m sure I dunno.
He don't live in the
swamp."
"You're the old woman they call Mother Meg,
aren't you? You pretend to tell fortunes."
Jack gave another hail. In a few moments the
door opened, and a shiveled, bent and dried up
old woman with thin white hair and but few
teeth, came out.
"Anybody at home?" asked Jack.
The old woman began to tear the bark from an
old stump, paying no attention to the boy.
"Anyone at home?" repeated Jack, fairly shouting, and touching the old crone on the arm.
She looked up and said in a cracked voice:
"Speak louder, sir. I am a little hard o' hear-

In'."

"A little?" muttered Jack. "Why, she wouldn't
hear a cannon if it was fired off under her very
nose."

CHAPTER XVI.-The End of the Trail.
"Hey?" said the old woman, in a shrill voice.
"If you think I am going to yell my lungs out
for you, you · are greatly mistaken," sputtered
Jack.
"Hey?"
Jack tore a leaf out of ·a memorandum book and
wrote on it:
"Where is the girl who was brought here?
Yle want her."
This he handed to the crone.
She held it upside down, and said:
"What is it, a charm for rheumaticks ?"
"Pretend?" with a snap. "I do tell 'ein, and I
tell" 'em true. You have been in a battle and
have been wounded. Isn't that true?"
"Yes, but any one could tell me that without
being a soothsayer. My arm is in a sling."
"You know Pettigrew," said Jack. "You noticed Rob's arm. Now tell me how these tracks
came here. They lead to the door. One was
made by Bull Bunker and another by Bill Meel'.les, and this one by Sally Newcome."
The crone gave Jack a sly look, laughed and
Baid:
"You weren't born yesterday, my boy. You are
as clever as a fox."
"Then where is Pettigrew? Where are the
llthers ?"
"Go11e. They only stopped for breakfast."
"Where is Sally Newcome?"
"They took her along. Dug is going to be
married to her this evening. They were bound for
the parson's."
"I think you are lying, Mother Meg," said
Jack. "The girl is in the cabin."
"Go ahead and look, then," with a snarl.
"In the cellar," said Jack.
The crone's sallow face grew a shade more
ashen as Jack said this.
"~a, you are a clever boy," she laughed, "but
you won't find her there."
"We'll look," answered the boy. "Sid."
S~ Carha?"t came from behind the house.
"No one else in there?"
"No."
"You and Paul go in and look in the cellar.
Y/atch the old woman, Rob."
"That cellar hasn't been opened in years,"
m apped the crone.

"Before now, perhaps," laughed Jack.
boys."
The boys were about to enter, Paul havi
come from behind the cabin, when the crone su
denly gave a shrill cry.
"Hello!" came in a gruff voice from th
thicket.
"Quick, help, the rebels are carrying ,off th
gal!" the old woman cried. ·
Then she made a dash for the thicket. Ro
snatched at her with his good hand, but sh
slipped away, leaving her ragged old shawl b
hind. Then hurried footsteps were heard an
six or seven evil looking men came hurrying for
ward. Each carried a long rifle in his hands
and they now levelled them at the boys.
"On guard!" cried Jack. "Return their fire i
they shoot. B'ack with you, boys!"
The boys retreated, taking their horses with
them. Two of the men fired, the bullets clipping
the leaves and breaking twigs.
"Fire a pistol shot or two, boys," said Jack.
"Dick will hear the firing and come up.''
A rattling volley followed, and there was a
yell from the men.
The boys lay on the ground and sent in another volley, the men getting behind trees ort}1€' house to escape being hit.
"Let them fire at us," said Jack. "It will make
all t.he more noise and bring up some of the boys
just the sooner."
The men did fire, doing no damage except to
the trees. Then Jack heard the old crone snarl:
"Keep still, you fools! You'll only bring more
of the rebels down upon you."
"Huh, ther rebels all went away arter the
battle," said one, with a grunt.
"There's a hundred on 'em in camp at Four
Hole Swamp, an' if they should all come out,
they'd riddle ye in haffer minnit."
"Then what yer want us ter interfere fur?"
growled another. "This here ain't our consarn."
"Don't yer 'spect Dug'll pay ye fur any trouble ye're put to?" the crone asked.
Jack crept nearer so as to catch all that was
said.
"Oh, wull, that's a d~fferent matter."
"He's bou_nd ter get the gal, an' once he'1
ma~-ried to her, they can make all the fuss they
like." "I s'pose so."
"She's in the cellar," said the crone, in a shrill
whisper, which Jack heard without trouble.
"Do ther rebels s'pect it?"
"Yes. Get her away an' Dug'll pay yer well."
Jack signa!Ied for the others to come up.
"Keep a watch on the cabin," he said. "They
are going to take the girl out. She is in the
cellar."
Sid and Paul worked around to where they
could see the back of the cabin. Presently two
of the men appeared. The boys opened fire upon
them, wounding both. They yelled and ran into
the cabin.
Then Jack and Rob fired at three men they saw
in front of the cabin.
Just then there came a hail from the thicket
nearby. It was from Bob and his party.
~
"Come on, boys!" shouted J ack. "Look out
for the men at the cabin, Bob. There are seven o:f ,
them."
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ery good, I've got four m~rs elf , and t hey're
rety good shots."
st then there cam e a nother hail, a nd Dick
up with Ben Spurlock , Sam Sanderson , a nd
two Harrys.
e've got her1 Dick ,'' cried Jack, excitedly,
ing out of his niding place.
.
he seven ruffian s had suddenly dashed into
cabin.
ob "Whe re, Jack?" Dick ask ed .
h e •rn the cabin. That is, we have no~ got her, ·
e- t we k no w where she is."
d The thre e parties now surrounded the ca bin ,
Dick called out:
"You had better surrender, as we have the
use surrounded."
A white cloth was presentl}r thrust out of <>ne
the windows.
"Well, what is it?" asked Dick . "You can co me
t. We will g ive you a chan ce to say wh a t you

'sh."

~ old wom an cam e to the door a nd said, in a
'gh, crack ed voice :
~ we 've g ot t he g al here, but ye try ter enter
er cabin, she'll be killed."

CHAPTER XVII.-T he Missin g Follnd.
T he cron e went in a nd slammed the door, bars
being heard put up at t he windows at t he sa.me
time. T hen Bob's second party came up, havrn g
been attracted by t he firi ng .
"We can ' t be put off by a ny s uch threat as
that," said Dick , retiri ng in to t he thicket with
Bob and J ack, " but we must be cautious."
"Those fe llows ha ve been clrawn into this
affair a nd I don 't thi nk t hey lik e it," said Jack .
"They were not in the origi na l party, then?"
repli ed Dick .
"No, [ think not. I don't believe they are over
fon d of Pettigrew, and t he y will r esent being
drawn into an y affair of his."
"Ca n you get up close e nough t o the cab in to
hear what th e y ta lk abou t, Jack ?"
" Ye~ , " and jack took out a knife a nd c ut dow n
a sto ut bush with widely spr eading, thickly lea ved

br an c l: e~.

T h:s he held in one hand, pushing it slowl y i n
frcn t of }1im.
The cabi n was old and d ila p idat ed, there be ingm a nv chi nk s in t he log wall s. J ack W a rre n,
}>\Isii'ing h is bush to wit hin a few ya rds o f the
cabin , hctd no tto.uble in heari ng one of the men
wi th in say, with a growl :
"Tt's al i very we ll ter sa y t hat Dug P et t igrew
'll p <.i:' us, l~ u t he ha in 't said so. yet."
'~ o , an ' one o n us m ought g it k illed. I g ot two
v1o t n' 1 : 1 ' ·eady."
, , :'. , II well enough with seven on u s agi n
fo m· b:> ' , but now they've got more'n t wice as
m :rny us us an' they're all right good shot s."
"Cr.n r ,.e they be, a n' I'm not goin' to be drug
in ter :·nv affa ir o' Pettigrew's, without knowin'
wh :n i D:re got to expect."
" ' · r. lt· 1 ~ <l pack o' cowards," piped the crone
sh1·i, , ~. '·Don't I tell ye that Dug'll pa y ye fur
wh at ye do?"
"He w·:m 't pa y u s if we git killed dead, will
he ?" asked one, persistent ly. 1
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"Su t tinly he won't! " answered one, "an' I ain't
takin' no resks."
"N o, nor me!"
"Come on, fellers, let's quit."
"Get er flag, s o's they won't fire onto us when
we git outside."
The men were all talking at once, a nd there
was a tremendous din. Jack could not hear all
t ha t was said, where there was so much confu~
sion. He knew that the men had come t o a de~
cislon, however, and that something would be
do ne shortly. All at once the back door fl ew open,
giving wa y under pressure brought upon it, and
t hree or four of the men fell out and rolled over
upon the ground.
"Hold up, don't shoot, we ain't havin ' nothin'
ter do with ther business,'' yelled one.
"I'm out'n it, don't ye shoot!" cried another:
The other two simply made a dash for the
t hick et, without saying anything.
"Let them go, bo ys!" Dic,k: called out. "They
won't come back."
Then the other two made a dash for freedom,
seeing that their comrades had escaped so easily.
The boys let them go, and now Dick signalled for
a ll t he party to advance. They came out into the
open, surrounding the cabin.
"You th ree other fellows can go," Dick said in
a loud voice, " but you must first deliver up the
young girl who is a prisoner in the cellar."
.
J a ck had throvm aside his bush and now sat
on his speedy bay mare next to Bob. The back
door had fall en down, and had not been put up,
a n d n ow Dick called out :
" If you don't come out in t wo mi nu tes, we will
go in. W e don't care for the t h reats of a
wicked old wo man."
"Come on, Mother Meg, let t he gal go," said
one of t he r uffia ns in th e cabin.
Then s he came out of the cabin a nd started
off.
" Wait a moment, ma'a m," said Dick. " Open
the trap in the cellar , you fe ll ows."
Two or th ree of the boys det a ined the cro ne,
while Rob, Sid and Paul advanced to th e cabi n a t
a sig nal from Dick.
"A in't yer g oin' t er let us go? " whined one o F.
t he me n ins ide.
H e- had an arm t ied up in a sling, whil e ano ther had a red handkerchief about his head.
"Well, you fi red upon our boys," said Dick,
"but, a s the y seem to ha ve given you better than
you sen t, we will say no more abou t i t.- Ope ri
t he t rap."
The men obeyed, and one of th em descended to
the c:e llar benea t h. H e pr esen t ly came up w ith
Sally Newco me , gagger! an d bound. Rob ran
fon1'ard, c: ut the gi rl 's bonds, removed t he gag,
a nd to ok h ei· in hi s a r m,;.
'
"Who ·was a t t he bottom of thi~, Sall y?" he
a sk ed.
"Du g- Pettigrew, Dull Bunker a nd Bi ll W eezles
were in it. These men had noth ing b do w ic!1
it."
" You can go," said D ick t o the men, as t ho
boys came out.
The three villains , who were T ories , Rob said,
n eeded no second in vi tation. T hey fl ew away as
f ast as thei r leg ..; would take th em, and in a
minute were not to be seen.
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"You can go," said Dick to the crone, "but if
/ou come back you will be put in jail."
"Yer all a lot o' scurvy rebels," snarled the
crone, and then, picking up a staff, she hobbled
away and was soon out of sight.
"Come, boys," said Dick, "we have nothi ng to
keep us here now."
Sally rode in front of Rob, as there was no
horse for her. As one of his arms was disabled,
however, she held the reins. They went out of
the swamp by the road leading past the Pettigrew house, nearing which, Rob cried:
''There goes Dug now!"
A rather tall, un gainly young man had come
ou t of the house a s the boys hove in sight. Seein g them, he had leaped upon a horse t ethered at
the gate. Now Jack, Ben, and the two Harrys
flew after him. Jack was soon in the lead, hi s
bay mare being second onJy in speed to Dick's
Major.
"Come on, fellows," he shouted, "there isn't one
of you who can't ovextake that sneak."
'1 hi? fugitive urged his horse for ward with whip
a nL. spur, but Jack and the test gained u pon him.
~ 11 '" i·unaway urged hi s horse beyond hi s speed,
an u before long came to a bridge over a creek.
H ere the overstrained animal stumbled, and in an
in stant Dug Pettigrew was sent flying over his
h eau into the creek.
Jack reined in and laughed heartily when he
saw the Tory go headfirst into the creek. The
horse recovered itself and went limping slowly
over the Lridge. The others came up and halted
while Pettigrew, coming to the surface, swam
down the creek.
The boy:; did not ,wait to see him land, but
turned and rode back, joining Dick on his way to
t h e N <=wcome house. Here they left Sally and
Uob, the latter not being expected back at the
camp t ill t11e next morning. Arriving at the camp
in the swamp, they found their prisoner feeling
very miserable. Hank was prepared for anyt hing. \.v hen the boys came in, Dick said:
"'""nk Hoggs, take yourself from this neighborhood as fa st as you can, and if you come back
within a year, you'll catch it."
"Ain't yer goin' ter hang me?" gasped Hank.
"rlang you '! " scornfully. "You are not worth
it."
•
Hank got up and fled in great hast e.

CHAPTER xy1n.-Puni shing A Bully.

mother is a staunch patriot, and, even if :;he w
not, this contemptible thief who robs widows m
be puni shed."
"He frequents a tavern call the Red Bull,
few miles .from h ere," said Rob, "and it is q ·
likely that he will be found there now."
•
"Very good. We wil_l look .for him first at til ,
Red Bull tavern, and 1f he 1s not there we WiJ
have to search elsewhere."
'We
Dick took a dozen of the Liberty Boys, incl
ing Rob, and set off without delay for the R
Bull tavern.
~
Rob had borrowed a horse, for he wanted
go with the party, not -only as a guide, but to he
re~over hi s mother's property, and to punish th
thief. He felt sure that the fascination of pla
would lead Pettigrew to the tavern, and he w
right. On arriving at the place, he went to th
barn, and there found hi s horse in one of th
stalls.
"Hello!" he said, slapping th e creature on th
flank, and the horse at once recognized him an
11eighed.
"M.i ster P ettigre~ br ought the 'orse last nighi
or this mOJ:n1n'," said the groom. " 'E borried 'i
'e said, 'cause I thought it was not 'is h ·own ."
"Stole it, would be the better word,'' said Rob,
"and that was not the only thing he stole. Did he
have a . strong box with him, Groom?"
"Surely 'e. did, sir, an' sajd 'e'd lost the key
an' was lookm' for a locksmith to get it hopen.'J
"Where is he now?"
"In bed, I suppose, though it was broad daylight before 'e stopped the play."
"Did h e lose?"
"I couldn't rightly tellee, sir, I 'aven't 'eard,
though the potboy tell s me 'e hordered punch
an' e'd nevei: do that if 'e lost."
'
Rob told Dick what he had heard and Dick at
once took four or five of the boys and sent them
through the tavern. Rob, Sid and Paul sudden1¥ came upon Pettigrew running through a ·corridor, half dressed. He had a box under his
arm, and was hurrying toward one of the balconies.
· The man darted out upon the balcony and
threw the. box over the rail. A man stood ready
to catch it, but there were two of the Liberty
Boys close at hand. These pushed the man aside
and caught the box. Pettigrew turned · and ran
along the . gallery to some steps leading below•.
Down these he dashed in great haste. They Jed
to the back of the house, but there were boys
posted th e1·e. as well as elsewhere. The fellow
was seized and confessed to having broken lnto
Mrs. Haviland's house, and to stealing the strong
box and Rob's horse.
He was convicted. on both these charges, and
upon one of abduction, and sent to pri son for a
long term. The Liberty Boys shortly left the
camp at Four Hole Swamp and went up into Virginia, where they performed active service during the siege and at the capture of Yorktown.
Bob Haviland remained with the Liberty Boys
till the close of the war, and became more popular the longer he stayed. After the close of the
war he married Sallie Newcome, and ail of the
southern Liberty Boys were at the wedding.

The next morning, quite early, Rob Haviland
came back to the camp, on foot.
"That fellow, Dug Pettigrew, has been trying
to get revenge,'' he said, "and he has partly succeeded."
"How so?" asked Bob, to whom the boy had
reported.
"He sto)e my horse and got into the house and
a;tole mother's strong box."
"We will have to go after him," said Bob.
Dick was quickly informed of the matter.
"We must capture the scoundrel, of course,"
he said, but he has the start of us, and it may be
a long 'chase."
"We have had such ·before, and have generally
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERmanaged to capture the rascal,'' observed Bob.
TY BOYS AND 'LAME JOE'; or, THE BEST
".We must do so," declared Mark. "Rob'a SPY OF THE REVOLUTION."
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CURRENT NEWS
APAN'S SEA WEED PULP INDUSTRY
at the manufacture of paper pulp from seais proving a profitable undertaking seems
enced by the fact, reported by Consul GenGeorge H. Scidmore, that the only company
ufacturing this pulp i s builrling another fac. This concern was organized in December,
19, and is producing, by a secret process, about
tons of pulp daily, which is largely used in the
position of cigarette paper. The new plant
en completed will have a daily capacity of 150
ns of pulp. The present price is about 5 cents a
und.
DROPPED OUT OF DEEGAN'S
PASTURE
Twenty-five acres of Charles Deegan's farm,
near Burke, S. Dak., suddenly sank thirty feet
one night, recently, and whexe once his best pasture lay he has nothing but a lot of not very
beautiful scenery. It dropped straight downward, leaving here and there pinnacles ten feet
in diameter and thirty feet. high. Geologists say
that the land was probably supported in the past
bv a subterran ean Jake that has been emptied in
some mysterious manner. They base this on
the fact that a number of low-lying su-rface ponds
and lakes have lately filled up.
The sunken piece was the favorite part of the
pasture, and th e night before the big drop the
cattle that usually occupied it refused to leave
the shelter of the farm buildings, bellowing
mightily and running back every time they were
driven to that corn er of the fi eld.
The Deegan farm contains a dee protected
canyon in which there are boiling springs, and
flowers bloom i11 the canyon all the year and the
grass is alwa ys green. Five years ago the
birds discovered in it an ideal winter resort, and
since then thou sands of them save the long Southern hike and nest there in their steam-heated
apartments.
PAPER CLOTHES
Having solved the problem of the cost of men's
suits, Germany is g·iving England the benefit of
her knowledge. Result: one suit for 60 cents, a
suit a week for a year for $31.20. There is only
one drawback to this approach to the millennium.
They are made of paper.
Quantities of these suits are said to have been
ordered from Amsterdam by English wholesale
firm s. One concern, which has received its first
consignment, has bought 40,000 and 10,000 were
shipped to India last week.
Several varieties have come over so far. There
are morning suits, with black coats and striped
trousers, blue "serge" business suits, and a number of patterns of black, white and mixed checks.
Dark gray overcoats and boys' sailor suits are
also being imported.
Two enterprising newspaper reporters have
given the paper clothes a trial. One walked along
the Thames embankment in a rainstorm. The
bottoms of the trousers soon were splashed with
mud and water, which made the beautiful colored

check design "run" beyond all recognition. When
he put his hands into the trousers pockets he
found the material so stiff the coat was lifted off
hi s shoulders.
Both men applied the fire test to the suits,
which refused to burn, but smouldered with
noi some fumes.
Neither attracted much attention though they
walked along fashionable streets, visited the
House of Commons and ate in a restaurant.
The suits are a dvertised as made of the "best
class of paper texture." Rain had little effect on
thPm outside of suoiling the colored pattern.
The "cloth" of which they are made has a
hard, shiny appearance something like that of
brown wrapping paper and the texture is that of
fine, closely woven sacking. The cut and fit of
the suits leave consi<lerable to be desired unless
the wearer has one of those perfect store model
figures on which they are cut.
However, after tlie expected chorus of contemptous merriment over the suits has run its
course, it is believed there will be a considerable
demand for them from men who are more concerned with price than style and who might
rather pay 60 cents for a suit every week or two
than from $50 to $150 a year for the r eal cloth
kind.
GIRL SAVES PREACHER
Miss Frances B. Holstein, a student at the University. of Jllinois, earned her scholarship and a
Carnegie Medal by methods quite out of the or·
dinary. She saved the life of Rev. Benjamin W.
Soper, pastor of a small church in Florida bv
quick thought and action after he had been bitte~
in the ankle by a large rattlesnake one of the
lazy, highly venomous type so frequently met
with in Florida.
Miss Holstein was one of a party which includ ed the Rev. Mr. Soper, Bi shop Cameron Mann
of the Episcopal Diocese of Florida, and others
who were enjoying a picnic near Cocoanut Grove.
The Rev. Mr. Soper was bringing a pail of water
from an adjacent spring when he was struck by
the rattlesnake. Bishop Mann immediately killed
the snake, but Miss Holstein gave her attention
to the wounded man, . whose a.'1kle was swelling
enormously. She tore up her skirt and made a
tourniquet, borrowed a penknife and slashed the
wounds left by tile rattler's fangs until they bled
freely and then sucked out the poison.
"You took awful chances," friends told her,
when she related the incident. "Had there been
the slightest abrasion in the skin of your mouth ,.
you would have died miserably."
"I never gave that a thought," she replied.
"There was nothing remarkable about it. I simply tlid what any one else would have done had
he thought of it before I did."
Other members of the party brought the case
to the attention of the Carnegie Medal officials
and Miss Holstein was awarded a medal and a
$500 scholarship. She was given a choice o1
schools and decided to enter the University ol
Illinois.
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The photographer promised to do as dfrected,
and Bob knew that the man was trustworthy. '
"Well, here is an additional five. Make a goo
job of it, and you'll hear from me again som
da ."
fie bade good··by to the man then, while . ~
imd Keene took themselves to the cobbler's shoi:>
to m ount their motorcycles.

AFTER THE $10,000 PRIZE
By RALPH MORTON

Bob dhected his course back down the road
over which they had come.
CHAPTER XIV-(Contim1ed.)
"Why don't you strike out straight for Chicago
in"Gee whiz!" exclaimed the clerk. "Sure, I'll along the road that the automobile took?"
quired Keene, in surprise, for the youth was loskeep still."
. He led the way to the ramshackle stairway, ing ground. I want to strike this regular high"Because
and the trio went upstairs. It was a dark, dusty, way
over which we were going, by the lakeside.
empty room. But in the front were t\vo large
way to rnak<! it, alwindows with blue cloth blinds drawn down to I hear that it is the easiest
though a little harder for ten miles. Then the
•
keep out the sun.
will never know that I have th js picThe photographer hurried to the window, and opponents
storage."
cold
in
ture
shade.
the
in
slit
the
pointed out through
They journeyed along in comparative silence,
"There---is that the machine? "
with the occasional rattledy bang bump from
Bob peeped forth and nodded.
rough parts of the road.
particularly
"Yes, and they are expecting that motorAt last they reached the lake shor e highway
cyclist or I'm a liar!" laughed Bob. "Old Worth- and
were proceeding along at a rattling good
ington is looking anxiously at his watch."
The photographer arranged his tripod, and pace.
As they S'.VUng along through a little hamlet,
carefully cut a hole in the cloth blind, large whose
quiet streets seemed as lifeless as the
enough for the lens of his camera.
catacombs, there suddenly arose a scream fr om
" Now, I'll get you to h'elp me with a stick on a nea:rby dooryard.
this side of tile window," he said. "That wm
"What's that? " cried Wendell, who swung ofr
faise it and give us a clear view without glass the speed on the instant.
to spoil the clearness."
He came to a stop, while the crying, in a deWell, at last the matter was all ready.
cidedly feminine voice, was brought t o his ears in
The two motorcyclists· awaited impatiently, a way which sent thrills of apprehension
fJld at last decided to go to .s ome eating place, through him.
to make the most of their time.
Placing his machine against the fence of a big
When they retu-rned the auto had disappeared. yaYd, Bob vaulted over, and proceeded on a run
"Did they come?" asked Bob. "I hope you in the direction of the plaintive calls for help.
got the pictures all right."
"What's the trouble? " he cried.
"You just wait until I develop these plates,"
Just then he swung around the corner of an
'
said the photographer.
old-fashioned brick residence, and there beheld
Keene accordingly went al·ound to the . a young girl struggling with a burly tramp, who
Bob
studio again, anq stayed in the dark i·oom as the was trying to escape from the yard', with a sack
skilled worker brought out the sun's portrait of something in his hands.
work.
"Let go, or I'll break your head!" cried the
The chemicals had their effect without much man, in a thick, brutal voice.
manipulation, and the man held up first one and
"You t hief, I'll never let go. You shall not
I'll die
then another of the dripping glass · plates, be- steal my grandmother's silverware.
fore the soft glow of the red lamp.
first."
"Take that, then!"
"Great Scotti" muttered Bobl in delight. "ThePe
With the words the man drew back his heavy
they are, sure enough, and tnat's a picture of
Nat Worthington and the other racer putting fist, as he swung his body half around. The girl
their machines into the car. That last one shows gamely clung to his other arm, and the fellow
to send a horrible blow with his rjght
how they have them concealed. You did slick prepared
.
fi~
'Work, an right."
the
about
all
forgetting
,
Wendell
Bob
Buu
pride.
natural
a
took
photographer
The
"Well 1 they will be ready soon, ana I'll have greatest motorcycle race in history, took a running slide for the man.
:fine pictures. Where shall I send them?"
His arms circled the fellow's knees, and Bob
Bob though.t for a minute;· Then he gave his '
brought him down with all ·the precision o-( a
- ·
·
:mother's address.
"Yau send duplicate copies · of these prints football tackle. The girl, maintaining her desCl'Owxi to this place, and by re~stered mail. That perate grip upon t.he tramp's arm, was ·borne :t o
will make sure, and I'll dro'p my m'other a line · the· ground on top ' of the other two contestants.
(To be continued)
to slip them into a safety deposit box."
(A Serial Story)

ana
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CHAPTER XV.
A Gallanti Sacrifice.
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THE NEWS IN SHORT
AN ELECTRIC AL SHOE-SHI NE
Electricity, operating through tl1e medium of
the vacuum cleaner and the clothes-was hing machine, threatens to put out of business the oldfashioned household worker so far a s the matter
of supplying elbow grease is concerned. Now the
busy little motor is making gestures that indicate a desire to make an end to the business of
polishing shoes by force of arm. An enterprising bo.ot-black of 42nd Street, New York, has
installed an 'electric machine that does this, and
does it well. So we may expect that eventually
the chap who smears blacking on his hands for
the purpose .of getting the proper fine finish on
the shoes of his customers will do ;;o no more, but
will be able to carry to work and home again the
most elegant!!' manicured of snow-white digits,
if his fancy runs tn that direction.
MOTION ·PICTURE S FOR RECRUITI NG
A two-reel motion _picture film entitled "Troops
in the Canal Zone at Work and Play'' has been
prepared by The Adjutant General of the Army
through the courtesy of Fox, Internation al and
Pathe News Weeklies. The footage is 1 875 feet.
This film shows soldier life in tropics. The scenes
include excellent views of the Army posts and
their varied activities. Particular attention has
been paid to recreationa l scenes, including dancing, boxing and swimming. The film also shows
soldiers fishing for sharks and a very interesting
crocodile hunt. Twenty-tw o prints have been secured and have been distributed to a number of
recruiting stations for recruiting purposes.
THE SEVENTY -FIVE MILE GUN
We stated, in our issue of April 27, 1918, that
the Germans were probably using one of their
15-inch naval guns with a subcaUber tube inserted
to obtain the necessary length for the g1·eat range
of seventy-fiv e miles. It now appears that they
did use several worn-out, 45-caliber, 15-inch naval
guns. They screwed on to the muzzle of this
great gun an additional outer tube forty-five feet
in length, and then inserted a tube one hundred
feet in length, which was bored and rifled to a
bore of 8.2 inches. To the gun as thus assembled
they added a smooth-bor ed twenty-foo t section,
the total length being 120 feet. This great length
was adopted in order to keep down the powder
pressure and the erosion. The guns, because of
the inequalities in the powder were erratic, and_
ft is believed that after fifty rounds they became
so worn out as to be unusable.- Scientific American.
BIGGEST RADIO PLANT
The largest and most powerful wireless station
fn the world has just been completed near Bordeaux, France. It was begun by Amerioons according to American plans, and was half finished
at the time of the armistice. Now it has passed
into the hands of the French Governmen t and
will be used to send messages half way around
the world.
'rhe antennae are carried on eight metal towers
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240 meters high and cover a space a kilometer
and a half long and 400 meters across. Each
tower, which is supported on three legs, weighs
550 tons, a quarter of the weight of the Effel
Tower.
This Lafayette station, as it is called, uses an
alternating current of 11,000 volts, with a frequency of fifty <:ycles, which can develop Hertzian
waves 2,300 meters long. The distance at which
messages can be picked up is estimated at 20,000
kilometers -about half the circumfer~nce of ths
earth.
STOLEN 18 YEARS AGO FINDS HER OLD
HOME
Advices received from Blackstone , Va., said
that Mrs. W. T. Rickard of Tonawanda , N. Y., had.
succeeded through her brothers and sisters there
in establishin g her identity as Lula Joyner, wh<>
in 1902, when five years old, was kidnapped from
her home in Dinwiddie County, Va.
Mrs. Rickard was brought up as a child in tha
home of Mr. and Mrs. Earle in the suburbs of New
York City and was given the name of Zella Earle,
under which she subsequent ly was married. Sha
and her husband moved to Tonawanda , where she
received anonymous letters informing her of her
real name and where she was from. She started
an investigatio n and with her two children went
to Blackstone to establish her identity. She does
not recall the details of her kidnapping .
At the time the girl disappeared , a neighbor of
the Joynei· family was arrested and narrowly escaped lynching. Citizens were so positive that ha
' was guilty that a rope was actually placed about
his n eck.
NATIVES

WEAR PLUMES OF BIRD OF
PARADISE
New Guinea is the home of a large percentage
of the world's birds of paradise, writes Niksah.
The supply of these beautiful birds is fast failing.
Not only do the women of Europe and America
demand feathers for their bonets, but the natives
of New Guinea and surroundin g islands make lavish Ullt! of the plumage as head dresses.
In New Guinea it is the man who affects birdof-paradise decorations . The women, like the female bird of paradise, are inconspicuo us in dull
colors.
To obtain the much prized feathers the New
Guinea natives set out for the forest, knowing
that the bird of paradise seeks to conceal his rainbow hues in the dense foliage of the trees,
If they can find no haunt of the desired bird11
ther. start calling in excellent imitation of the
shrill, ugly cry of the bird of paradise to it11
mate. This ruse is usually successful, and a bird
shows itself only to be snared or shot down witlt
arrows.
In mating season the male bird dances before
the female he desires as a mate, to display hi.I
beautiful feathers, and at such a time so absorbed are the birds in their own affairs that large
numbers are taken easily by the wily natives.
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"'Very well, but don't get near the gun .e
unless you want t o be washed overboard.'
in
"Clasping hold of a rope, I watched and
ed for the dread moment. It came very qui u
By Col. Ralph Fenton.
The huge mountain advanced with giant le(v,~
and striking the Fleetwing on the quarter, th
The following tale was told me by a man now her violently forward and downward until n
far advanced in years, and as I listened to the prow was fairly beneath the water. But gr e
recital of his dreadful experience, I trembled fully as a duck the vessel recovered from
With suppressed horror.
staggering effects of the heavy blow. The
4
A late incident recalling the story, after lying . instant the squall struck her, and, ye gods I
dormant in my memory fo:r some years, I deter- my young heart bounded In my breast!
mined to put it on paper.
·
wind whistled through the l'igging, and the n
"Thel'e '\yere no steamers in those days," be- seemed those of howling demons. Wave
gan Jerry McDonald, "a11d ~ll those who wished wave now began to break over us with in
t.o enjoy .the blessing of the freedom of this glori- ceivable fury, and the faces of all began to g
ous country were compelled to reach here aftel' a pale.
"I heard the captain say: 'Never before di
long and tedious passage in packets.
"When I was a lad of nm(jteen, a long pro- meet such a gale; but we'll weather it if the
jected resolution to come to America )Vas sud- go don't shift.'
denly seized by my father with renewed energy.
"An hour passed and still we rode the wa
Our little farm was sold, as was also our horse1 another, and then I noticed a queer heeling o
our cows, and-what every Irishman is supposea in the vessel; the ct·e ck took a steep incline
to have--our pigs.
.
a I had never before seen.
"There were four of us, my ;father, mother,
"'Myl" _cried _the captain.
Mike my brother, and myself. Passal\e was se- will go to the b6ttoml"
cured on the Fleetwing, a fast clipper quilt ship1
"In less than a minute one of the wtld
sailing from Liverpool, -with a load of grain anct scenes of confusion ever enacted took place
pig iron.
the Fleetwing's deck.
"Vle had been out of port about fourteen days;
"'Clear away the boats and get them rea
when indicationi,J appeared Qf a heavr. storm.
lam1ching I' erdered the captain. 'Also ta
"N!ght settled down and t..~e darKness w;:i.ll for
all the Joose timber you can find and build se
inky m character. So dens~wal it that we could era! rafts.'
not see how fie~ce were t e c ouds ill app~ar
"Like madmen we all went to work, and swin
ance, as they lllowl:Y sett ed own; but whep ing axes with a terrible desperation, hewed o
morning broke the olack scene impressed each
ieces of timber for the rafts. Our work was 00.
one on the vel;l~el with a feeling pf awe.
ng · ac<;ompanied by coltiinuous shockp as t
"W atchlng the captain carefully i could not
eavr f).'.llightage of
J?ig iron in the hold jammed
fail seeing that he was uneasy in mind, for he against
the vessel 1s side as each successive wav.
restlessly paced the quarter deck to and fro, fJtop- stl'\lck her.
J>ing now and anon to level his glass at a huge
"Rapld~ we worked, :for death was at OU?
mass of inky clouds.
heels; ea · moment saw the vessel heel over fur"Once the mate approached him and saiq eome" ther and urther, until so steep was the -incline
thing in a low tone, the Import of which I f11-iled of the <}eek that it was almost impossible to reto catch, but I heard the captain's reply, which tain 3 f<>othold.
was:
•i 'Ceme, fathe:r, mother, Mike,' I cried, and
" 'Qpen the hatches at once, and order all the turnil)g l led the way to the raft which I had
men below to secure cargo.'
helped to construct; the vessel was lurching
1
' 'To ·secure cargo,' I thought.
'Where and heavily and the captain cried:
•
h~ can danger come from that quarter?'
'
"'Get away as quick as you can, for she will
"I soon was destined to learn.
go down in a minute I'
"Half an hour had hardly more than passed,
"I had reached the raft and just stepped on
when the captain, who had been gazing like a lt, when looking a:round I saw my relatives not ·
statue to windward, sudenly became full of llfe more than ten feet away.
and animation; calling the first officer he ' gave
"'Hurry!' I cried ,
_
some hurried ordersi saying, in conclusion:
"They hastened their steps, but too late, for
" 'Be lively' now, tor the storm will burst on quick as a stroke of lightning the vessel took one
us in a very f ew minutes.'
flyin g bound and then sank forever below the
''Up- from the hold the sailors swarmed, the raft, and a few seconds later found myself above
hatches were f>atte:red down, and then at a word water; I turned quickly, but the vessel was
of cQmfiland all hands mounted the rigging and gone j my parents and my brother were bot _to
be seen.
be§an i;hortening sail wi'th all possible speed.
"In agony; I cried aloud:
' Finally l saw afar off, so far that it was
"'Mother--motherl where are you?
l;>arely visible, a long, low, white line; with a _
"'Jerry--Jerryl' I heard above the howling_
feeling of fascination I watched it closely, nor
of the tempest, and turning whence the cries
removed my gaze for a single instant.
1
•iCloser and nearer it came, but I stood still came, I saw my mother's face for a single inand moved not until the captain la.id his hand 'l!tant, then it disappeared forever.
"The waves tossed me about furiously, and but
on my arm, saying:
" 'It is not safe here; you had b tter go be- for a rope fastened to the raft, and to which I
clung, I must have been swept away; clingin~
low:'
there, I heard a wail close by, and glancing up
"I'd rather stay on deck.' I renlied.
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a white, despairing· face near me; I reached
r and clasped the hand extended, and in a
'nute later it became my lot to rescue another
r unfortunate, and we three miserable beings
ung to the rope and each other throughout that
velong day.
"With the approach of night the storm abated,
h nd when morning dawned again the wind blew
ently as a zephyr, and the sun arose in a cloudess sky.
"A.11 day long we kept a lookout for the boats,
ut none did we see; their fate we knew not,
et dreaded the worst, and when night came
ree more miserable beings than we were could
ardly exist.
"Morning broke once more, and fondly and
Jong we scanned the horizon in search (of relief:
but no; the night shut us in once again without
a vestige of anything to base the bare~t hope
•
upon.
"Bill's eyes had become a blood-red, and had
in them a look whose appearance made me shudder, when on several occasions I caught the
bloody 01·bs fastened upon myself.
"Lying down on my back, with eyes closed, I
heard a footfall approaching me, and glancing
up, I saw, but several feet distant, Bill Salter,
With a long knife in his hand, which he .was
about to plunge in my body!
"Instantly the full truth burst upon me;
drive11 wild by hunger and thrist, he was go[ng
to murder me, and then banquet on my flesh!
"Sam Dicker was asleep by my side, and seizing him by the arm, I shouted:
"'Sam-Sam! Save me! Don't let him murder me!'
"With a bound Sam was on his feet confronting the burly form of Bill, whose eyes were dancing in rage.
"'What do you mean?' demanded Sam. 'What
were you about?'
"'I >vas goin' to put this under his rib,' replied Bill, flourishing his murderous-looking
knife, 'and I mean to do it yet,' and he advanced
a step.
"'You mean skunk!' said Sam indignantly.
'Would you then kill the lad?"
" 'Yes; some one's got to die for t'others, an'
it might's well be him. We've got to have somethin' to eat, so that's an end on't, and so get out
of my way,' and he attempted to brush Sam
aside.
You can't
"'Back!" cried my protector.
t<>uch that boy unless you kill me first!'
"'Then I'll do that!' screamed the enraged
Bill. 'You haven't got any knife.'
"'No,' interrupted Sam, 'but I've got my fists,'
and as he spoke he planted one of them heavily
in Bill's face.
"The men closed at once in a deadly struggle.
I could do nothing but look on and pray that my
champion would prove victorious. Bill swung his
knife fierce ly around, and buried it once or twice
in Sam's shoulder, but he hung grimly on, and
finally, getting an opportunity, knocked the knife
from his opponent's hand, although he wounded
hims~lf by so doing. The knife fell at my feet,
and clutching it, I sprang forward to Sam's aid.
But ere I could do anything the wildly writhing,
twisting, bending, squirming men approached the
edge of the raft, an d the next moment, makin g a
misstep, they. went plunging into the water.
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"The fight was a fight to the death, and neither
would lose his hold, but they made furious attempts to drown each other.
" Each moment the raft was drifting away;
catching up the end of the rope that had done
,;uch good service before, I put the knife betw~en my teeth and plunged into the water; a
few energetic strokes and I was near the combatants. Bill's back was tov.;ard me, and he was
unaware of his cJan~cr until my hand was raised,
holding in it the gllttering blade; he tried to get
out of the way, but too late; the gleaming steel
·
was buried ln his body.
"With a groan he let go of Sam, who, letting
go in turn, the wounded man sank beneath the
surface; he came up once, at a little distance
from us, and stretched out his hands appealing
in our direction, ere he was swv.llowed up by the
•
waters.
"By the aid of the rop.e Sam and I regained
the raft; where, once safe, \'Ve dropped on our
knees and returned thanks for our preservation to Him who rules over all.
"We were weak almost to the point of death,
and knew that should not help come soon, we
must perish miserably; a thought entered my
mind to eat our shoes, and cutting the leather in
strips, we managed to masticate some of it to a
pulp and then swallowed it; it did not appease
hunger, but it stv.ved off the death that sta1;ed
us ln the face.
"Another <lay went by, and we stretched ourselves upon the raft at night, knowing full well
tl·.at ere ?nother sunset, if rescue did not come,
we would be corpses.
"Morning found us with throats swollen so
that we were unable to speak, with our to11gues
lolling from our mouths, and our limbs unable to
sustain our weight.
"In this extft)mity, when all hope was gone,
when we had become resigned to our fate, the
hoped for rescue came.
"Lying directly in the path of a vessel, we were
discovered and picked up, and after a somewhat
roundabout course, I arrived in New York, and
have lived here ever since. Years have gone
without blotting from my memory a- single incident of these horrible days; years may come, but · '
not one of them can ever be affected, and to my
dying day will stand prominently out my terrible
experiences when f\.drift in Mid-Ocean."
IN PRAISE OF THE PEANUT
The peanut used to be regarded merely as a
trimming f6r the circus. Since the war it has
become a valuable food product. Salad oils,
oleomargarine, soap and cooking compounds are
now made of peanuts. One company timidly experimented with a carload of peanuts ten years
ago. Now it consumes annually 300 carloads.
Last year 12 Southern States planted peanuts on
1,251,000 acres and grew a crop worth $80,000,000
A peanut grower used to throw up his hat with
joy when he received $1 a bushel. Now he hems
and haws when $2.50 is offered for a choice crop.
The Department of Agriculture is n ow making.
scientific studies to discover the best varieties of
peanuts for particular purposes and t o develop
the best marketing systems.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
$40,000 FOR A HOG.
A thoroughbred Poland China hog, which Williams Brothers bought fifteen months ago for
$266, was sold to W. H. Ellsworth of Goldfield,
Iowa:, for. $40,000, declared to be the highest price
ever paid fo:r- a bog.

A LOST PO CKETBOOK 1WUND
In 1888 a man now living in the West attended
the Perry County Fair Grounds at Newport, Pa. ,
and on the fair grounds found a pocketbook containing $5 and a small trinket. A Newport paper
carried under "lost and found" an advertisemen t,
inserted by W. D. Ballinger, of Millerstown, Pa.,
which stated that the owner would receive hi s
property by identifying tbe trinket. Mr. Ballinger stated that a friend recently sent him the
pocketbook, th e trinket and a $5 bill, with interest
and money to defray the cost of advertising.
SEA LION SKINS FOR SHOES.
Prince Rupert, B. C., J'uly 22.-Premier John
Oliver's suggestion that sea lions in this province be slaughter6d and their skins used for
making sroes has met with approval of fishermen
here, and plans were under way to-day for killing
the animals on a large scale. Fishermen pointed
out that killing sea lions also will save fish in
these waters, for the average sea lion devours
fifty pounds of feod fish in a day.
One fisherman recently killed 700 sea lions with
the aid of three companions in two days on the
Queen Charlotte Islands.
TUSSLE WITH BIG STURGEON
No longer is it necessary for Michigan fishermen to go to Florida for big fishing. Asa Curtis
had all the thrills he wanted here one night landing a sturgeon. Curti s had been F:pcarin;::- in ei~''~
feet of water when he saw the monster. He
jammed his spear deep into its head. l\lrs. Cu ,-tia, who was with him, could no t hold the boat
as the big fish spun around, but their combined
eft'orts ~fter a two-hou r tussle landed the big
rellow. The sturgeon was six feet long, weighed
l02 pounds. Dressed it yielded fifty-one pounds
tf sturgeon meat, twenty-nine pounds of roe.
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MAKE MONEY AS YOU WAIT
Detective Sergt. James J. Gegan, with Detectives Cooper and Newman of the Bomb Squad,
recently, arrested Martin Kaleja of No. 2735 West
Fifth street, Coney I sland, and Stanley Wailkus 1v
of No. 22 Scholes street, Brooklyn, on suspicion
of engaging in a swind ling scheme. They are
suspected of having defrauded Mary Petrowski f
of No. 122 Hough avenue, Bridgeport, Conn., out
of $3,200 on Aug. 9 last.
According to Sergt. Gegan, the men brought a
box with an electrical contrivance to the Bridgeport woma n's home and made her believe that the
instrnment could change tissue paper into dollar
bills. They induced her to lend them $3,200,
which they pl'omised to duplicate. Ti1en, according. to Gegan, they placed the money in the box,
which had a false bot!om, and the lights in the
room we re turned out. When they were turned
on again the woman was told her original money
and the n ew rponey could be taken from the box
the next day. They warned her agai nst opening
it sooner, because the ink on the greenbacks was
still wet.
The following day when the woman opened her
"private mint" she found nothing but a roll of
tissue paper with a dollar bill on each end. The
detectives say other victims of the "private m int"
manufacturer s include Joseph Norwitch of No.
676 Wales avenue, the Bronx, who on May 18
lost $2,250; Anthony Borri s of No. 270 South
street , Brooklyn, who lost $700 last July, and
Mrs. Charles Borbley of No. 25 Beacon s;treel
Newark, who Jost $1,300.
'

LAUGHS
He-You look cold. Shall I take off my coat
and put it around you? She-Why take it off?
"You college men seem to take life pretty
easy." "Yes; even when we graduate we do it
by degrees."
Redd-The doctor said he'd have me on my
feet In a fortnight. Greene-And did he? "Sure.
I've had to sell my automobile."
"You say the Blanks are going to move?" "I
think so; they have begun to scratch matches on
the walls."
"Were you very sick with the flu, Rastus?"
"Sick ! sick man, ah was so sick mos' ebery night
ah look in dat 'ere casualty li st for mah name."
"You say you have made money out of poetry,
girlie?"
"Yes."
"Nonsense." "No nonsense
about it. Papa has paid me not to write any
more."
Slopay received a card on which was engraved:
"Professor Brace, Antiquarian." . He knew no
such person, so his curosity led him to receive
him. · "What is your business, professor ?" he
asked politely. "I am a collector of antiquities,"
answered the old man. "So I imagined. And
how can I serve y ou? " " By paying a deposit on
this bill you have owed for more "than three

years."
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A FEW GOOD 1TErv1S
'

,,

RATTLESNAKES KiLLED
Rattlesnakes seem to be r.1ore numerous this
ear through the northeastern part of t!ie State.
Roland Neyer of Hazelton, Pa., while fishing
along the Lehigh River, killed one lhat had nine
rattles and a button, rnaking the Rccon<l he ha:;
despatched so far during the summer.
Oscar Schnauffer and his father of Weatherly,
while hunting groundhogs near Penn Haven, were
a t tacked by a rattler, which they killed after some
manoeuvring. It is the largest ever seen hereabouts, having twenty-one rattles and mea surrni~
nin ,~ feet and three inches. ·It is about three
inches in diameter and is on exhibition at the
Schnauffer home.
DO OUR HEARTS BEAT FASTER
WHEN WE ARE RUNNING?
When you start ru nning, the brain knows at
once that your legs and other parts o.f the body
will need more blood to keep them gomg, and so
the brain sends down orders through his s pecial
nerves which make the h eart beat faster to get
busy, a nd they d~. The? when you stop running, your heart 1s beatmg faster than necessary and there is re::illy a n oversupply of bl?od
being pumped through your system for the tim.e
being, a nd that makes you uncomfortable, until
the brain sends word through the other set of
nerves to the heart to slow down the heart beat.
It is better to stop running gradually, to give the
heart a chance to get back to its normal beat
gradually also.-From the Book of Wonders. '
WHY

GERMAN ACE WHO SHOT DOWN U. S.
FLIERS IS KILLED.
Confirmation has been received in Coblenz, Germany of t he killing of Capt. von Buechner, who
was ~ne of the most noted German aces during
the World Wai·, was famous for his flying feats,
and who it was claimed by the German troops,
brought down a number of American and British
fl yers says the Amaroc NeWS' of March 23. He
was dnc of the first German aviators to fly over
Leipzig as a member of the flying corps of the
Ebert government troops. He was shot down by
Red troops at ~eii:izig o!1 March 19 while: makin.g
a low reconno1tenng flight over that city. His
body was found later by government tro~ps with
bullet wounds in the head and neck. His plane
was destroyed in the crash.
WILL QUIT CANADA FOR :MISSISSIPPI
DURING JULY.
Winnipeg, June 2~ .-Mennonit~s ~ill leave
their lands in the Swift Current d1stnst of Sask atchewan some time in July, accordi?g to an
announcement made to-day by J. E. Friesen, administrator of the colony, who has made final arrangements for the sale of the great ti:act of
l and which has been farmed on a commumty basis for many yeai;s. The Food Land Company
holds the op~ion and the sa)e is J?ractically .kompleted involvmg ~5,000,000, mcludmg. the crop.
Mr. Friesen said that the .Mennorutes had fin-

i s l~e d th e riurchase of 125,000
lUissis ~ ;ppi at $18 an acre.

acres of land in

'l'hc colony wilt get away during Jul y, and the
party wiil start pulting up buildings as
c•u ickly as possible on the new location in Mis·
sissippi .
r-dv~mce

FINDS COAL
Farmers of Lampman, Callarla, w ill be using
coal from ':heir own mine wij hin s!xty days. /<.
shaft now bc:ng driven at this city is forty feel
.
from a coal be<l.
Chemical a nalvses cf this coal sh0w that it ha «
a calorific v UC of more than 1'2,000 Briti sh th ermal J.lnits and it;: components arc such a s to assu re a high grade, free burning- coal. The mine
'"ill be operated to a capacity of 1,000 tons
daily.
The mine was discovered' by accident when a
farmer was drilling an artesian well.
The company is owned and the mine will be
operated by the farmers of this district. Through
the Canadian National Railways , whose lines pass
through this district. the coal will be quickly
marketed and the quantity located is so great ·as
' to solve the futul'e fuel probl em of this region.
"THE WAY TO BECOME A MOVING PICTURE ACTRESS" is in "Moving Picture Stories"
No. 326. Get a copy. Price 7 cents; pos;tae:e fre~.
HARRY E. WOLFF, 166 W. 23rd St., N. Y.

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE"
SEMI-MONTHLY.
-

10 CENTS A COPY

LATEST ISSUES -

'

THE S1ii_~~~J'on~F THE SEALED BOOK, by Ethel
5.7 THE CLlm OF STF.ET,, h:v Willis Latbrnp
58 ALIAS LOUIS VARDON, by Wllllam Hamilt
on
Osborne.
59 MYS1.'ERY 01~ 'l'IIE OLD '£HIE CLUB, bv Caroll
56

na

B1ngold.

GO CA~~~IT WITH THE EVIDENCE, by Ethel Hose61
02
63
64

A LITTLE GOLD SPIDER, h:v Cecil D11rlclgh
.
THT, YJiJLVE'J' TOUCH. hy .T11linn Darrow
THE CLTi M OJ!' THE RED LAMP, by Cha 1."Jcs Fu iOursler.
THE Sii~1;;:i~~~r?1b;l~~~~~ON SNA.HE, by William

The J!'amous Detective Story Ont '.l'o-clay In No. 65 lo

"QUICKER THAN THE EYE,"
By Ralph Cummins.
FRANK TOUSEY, Pub., 16~ W. 23d St., N. Y.

''MOVING PICTURE STORIES"
A wc.c kly Magazine Devoted to Photo1>lays and Players

PRICE SEVEN

CENTS

PER

COPY.

4'
Each number contains Four Stories of the Best Fi!
on tile !;creens-Elegant Half-tone Scenes from ms
Plays-Intet·csting Articles About Prominent PeopJe t~e
1be l•'ilms-Doings of Actors ·and Actresseg- Jn th n8 "
f'l udios and Lessons In Scenario ;writing.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Pub., 166 W. 23d St., .N.
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GOOD REA·DING
AMERJCAN COIN lN CLOTHES
A Pole named P ictr Talla, traveling from
America to Danzig, was taken ill iecently in the
Young Men's Christian Association hut, Waterloo road, London and removed to an infilmary.
He had only two ~hill ings and threepence in Engli sh money, but hidden in his clothing he had
tw enty-two $10 gold pieces and paper money to
th e value of $990.
·
His- shoes were found to be very heavy and
when they were photographed by the X-ray
twelve large coins, presumably $10 gold pieces,
were found hidden between the leather and the
sole of each boot.

•

FARMER'S WIFE REARING YOUNG DEER
.
ON A BOTTLE
The stock on the farm of Harvey Trump of
Gamble Township, near Williamspor t, Pa., recently, has been increased by the addition of a
fawn which requires more care than any other
animal on the farm. When Mrs. Irving went to
the meadow field the other evening to drive home
the cows she discovered a doe and its fawn in
the herd.
When the doe saw the woman it ran a nd deEerted the fawn, which Mrs. Trump picked up in
her arms and carried to the barn. The fawn now
occupi es .a stall in the cow shed and is being cared
for by member s of the farmer's family , who were
shown by a game protector how to feed it with a
bottle. Three times a day the fawn is given a
bottle filled with warm milk. .
For several weeks John Ely, also of Gamble
Township, has been caring for a fawn that came
to his farm for protection when its mother was
chased by dogs. Ely plans to rear the deer until
it is old enough to take care of itself when he will
release it in the woods near his home with the
hope that the present treatment will tend to make
it a frequent visitor to the Ely farmhouse.
_ GOVERNMENT

"YEGGS" TEST BANK
VAULTS
Government experts are emulating the "Jimmy
Valentines" of the underworld at the Bureau of
Standards in their effort to decide upon th e type
· of vault to be selected for Federal Reserve Board
deposi t s. A number of vaults, embodying the
latest anti-burglar ideas have been completed,
and tests are now under way to determine if they
are sufficiently "proof" to be intrusted with the
millions of dollars which the board distributes
among members of the Reserve System.
·The specimen vaults are of concrete, reinforced
with various material s guaranteed to discourage
the most patient drill pusher. In some of them
sheets of case-hardened steel have been inserted
between layers of concrete, while iron rails, arranged in tiers, have been placed in others. A
quantity of hard glass is to be tested in one
vault the opinion having been expressed that thi s
mate~ial will dull the sharpest drill, while fusing
before an oxyacetylene torch.
Dynamite and the more strenuous "soups" will
be used by the Government experts, as well aa

every mechanical method yet put forward by the
masked cult.
BOY TREED BY BEAR
Robert Collins, 15 years old, lives in the vi llage
of Hilliard, Ky. He has been in the habit of going out into the woods hunting for small game.
The other day he was looking for squirrels and
he went around the top of a hill about three miles
from town. There he met a big black bear.
Robert had always heard of shooting a bea1· behind the left foreleg so as to get to the heart,
so he fired in that direction. But the bear charged
and the boy had to run quite a distance. At last
he came to a sma11 tree, the bear close on his
trail. Robert climbed the tree and fired his three
remaining shells at the bear. He succeeded in
wounding the big an imal, but could not tell how
seriously, as the bear remained close to the tree
and showed no inclination of dying.
Robert stayed up in the tree all night. He was
found early the next morning by searchers. The
bear was still there, but nearly dead from Joss of
blood. The boy says he will wait a couple of
years before gomg where he is likely to encounter
ano ther bear, but th e people of Hilliard say he
made his escape as well as most men wouJd have
done.
GERMAN MONKS IN SMUGGLING DEAL
The German crime wave engulfs even the pious
monks. The Berlin criminal police have bared a
gigantic smuggling plot which a Bavarian monastery attempted to execute.
.Tl1:e Monast~ry of St. Boniface obtained perm1ss1on to emigrate en masse with their belongings and settle in Switzerland. The Division of
Capital Smuggling Surveillance got word that the
monastery head, Father Gabriel , had intimate relations with a Bt·.': i!l Kommerzienrat and two
Munich art dealers. Detectives then discovered
many huge cases being transported to the mona stery shortly before the latter's departure.
Father Gabriel lied like a Trojan at the Gel'man customs, and declared nothing but the monaste ry's legitimate property. The German customs officials passed the pious tourists with a
p erfunctory examination. Then the Berlin sleuths
intervened. A thorough search of carloads of
monast ery ba.ggage disclosed hidden works of art;
running into millions of marks, including a
Rafael, the "Madonna With the Infant Jesus"
and "St J ohn the Baptist."
'
Further, sewed in mattresses, the sleuths found
checks totalling 800,000 marks, as well as stocks
and bonds with interest coupons running into the '
millions.
The Rafael alone was valued at
6,000,000 marks.
Father Gabriel was to have split fifty-fifty with
the art dealers and the Berlin financier after
smugglin g the stuff over to Switzerland. Under
the third degree Father Gabriel confessed and
excused himself by saying he had suffered heavy
losses in making purchases for · a nunnery and
wanted to recoup his losses by hi s smuggli.q
profits.
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SIT S AMON G
SNAKES.
D r . Marie Ph isalix is making a
thorou gh s t u d Y
of poisono us rept i 1 e s and t he
p r!lctical uses to
which they can
It b e p u t.
Sh e
spends he1· time
in t h e serpents'
house of the famou s
Zoo, the
J ardin
de
Plantes, w h e r e
sh e sits in h er
l aboratory w i t h
h er sn akes, salam an ders, s inging
toads and grassg reen t r ee frogs
about h er.
"Here,"
she
said t akin g up a
lovely n ewt with
th e · resplen den t
orano:e waistcoat
which N 'l. t u r e
g iv e s him for
cour t ing
t imes,
h ere is a gentlem an wh ose poison is not i n a
gla nd
provided
with a fan g but
under hi s skin.''
a n d she cx"lained
tha t thi s (lcvice,
if it left hi m def en seless bef ore
his en em y t he
sn ake, yet def ended his race,
s i n c e no sn ake
cou ld eat
t wo
n ewts.
H e dies
from the effect s
of the first.
Mme. Phisalix
is the onlv woman engaged in research work at
t hP Pari s N ntu-1
ral Hi storv Muse11m, and she
h old,; a unicfue
position in the
sciPntific
world.
ShP took her degree at SPvres
W omen' s College
and was a profes~or of natnra]
sciPnce in diff<>rent lvcecs, which
sh e obt<1.ined in
1900 with a t hesi s on the sabmande1· and poisons from
the
medical p oint of
view.1
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are Bad or
...
are Losine Send
Your Name and We'll
In
Softd Col d

Their Hair

Let me t ell you of my own case.
I was · almost completely bald, and as
I had tried many tonics, lotion s, etc. ,
without benefit, I ex pected t o remain
bald for t he rest of my life.
But instead of baldness, I now have n
complete growth of hair up on my h ead.
This is a ll t he more r emarka ble because
l a m 66 years old.
The way that I obtained a perfect
hair g row th wa s a s simple as it was
astonishing to me.
While traveling I met an old Cherokee
India n who gave me a p omade or ointment to use upon my scalp. Although
my confidence was mea ger , I u sed t his
compound. He told me it cont ained selected components from the Three Kingdoms of Nature.
After lleveral applica tions my looking-glass revealed a slight fuzz. This
developed from da y to day to a healthy
growth of hai r. Ima gine my satisfaction in being a ble a ctually to brush the
hair where there had been a bare scalp!
Yet it w as true. Soon I was able to
comb it-and I have been able to do so
ever since.
I traded with the old Indian savant,
obtaining the recipe. It was crude and
the ointment was almosl; nauseating. So
I had it modernized, by a practical
chemist, liolding t o the origin al principle, and now from the recipe a co15metic
pom_ade is prepared. Men and women
have u sed it- a nd m a ny are n ow doing
so. In nume rous c as~s remarka ble resul ts are being repor t ed.
This oint ment contains no alcohol nor
11nything else that h as a t endency to
dry the hair , the scalp or t he roots.
The wa y for you t o p rove what it
will do f or you is to try it. I will mail
you t he recipe free of cha rge. Your
own physician will t ell you t hat it is
saf e and you may ob ta in a s upply from
the druggist. Or yo u may get it from
me. It is called Kotalko. A p roof box
will be mailed, with the r ecipe, if you
send 10 cents, silver or stamps1 t o
John Hart Brittain , 150 E ast Th1rtysecond St., BE-103, New York, N. Y.
This is a genuine an nouncement devoid of the lavish ph raseology of the
nsual advertisements , but it means exactly what it says, a nd I, being a busi'less m a n of good r eputation, stand
""'nY t o n r ove it to you .._______ _
NOW, JAZZ 'EM UP, I OYS I A NEW AND NIFTY INVENTION

CU'tt.l.\~~F~~~~I 8 ~

Slid~ Flut..Plccolo:-played lnthntlr.~ 2 sc· A8EllTS WAITED'
aTll:WAB T co .. 11111.

w.

&ltb st.: JI. Y . (l,

SoHd Go1d

Send You a Lachnite
D'!N;J~~~1~.n f:,«;,~':i~ei~~t :e::i1~0 ~~rd·~1~;ngn~~: ~·.s..'?dr:!:

hfal." We will acnd it prepaid rhrb t to your home. ~ h fm ti;
como11 mere ly de~ o~ it S4.. 76 wilh the postman and t ben wear t he

f~~~~~ ~~~~!!.~~d; ~~~':s~t b~~tk~n~~: rr0 ::u'~ :ci:: to•:u~·,·:
1

-sond uc$2 .60 a mon t h u n t ll$1 8.76 b u h H n paid ,

Four name now . T ell u• which of the
Wrl•te Today Send
aolld g old rl nsra lll u•tuted abo·.-e r ou w l•b

(ladler.' or men'eJ. Be 1mr• to aen d ftn c er 9lz;e.
Ha r old Lechman Co., 12 N, Michie an A v. Dept. C246 Chlc•ao

Ge t a small box or on ~
Koreln (in capsules) at any drua
store.
Follow al mple d irec tions
and redu ce at least one vound,
a veraae. weekly under SIOO auar·

antee. Absolutely wholesoms; endorsed by pbysiclan11. 'f ile fa(
seems to melt away. By oropez
red uction you wlll make wondcr -

fUl getn i n vhy•lca l a nd me ntal eriori'f. Add yea" te you1
lite. Rftmcm ber 0 11 or Koreia.
Non-vurgattve: no th yrold. l1
the rlmgglsts'; or write 'b1
F R EE BOO K to Kore ln Com·
)&D,1. N0 -103, Statton F. New York Cl ty. B es t method
in the wo rld to b"come s lend er oulck ly , aafcb. fnex)enslvel l'- and atay thin .
Every onr-stout m an or
it'C'l m a.n "hould J'l&e weight J11 nd Im prove oen ona. llb'.

ROWTOMAKE LOVE

(N E W B OO K ) T e lls bow to Get

tr~~~~n~~r~a &;bfut'¥.~rf~~~~j~
0

W idow; t o win an Heiresa; how to catch

a R ieb B• chelor: bow to m a nage you1
beau ti> make bimfropose:how to m ake
yo\lr fellow or gir love Y'?'!.t what to oh
before and afcer the weaainr. Telll
olber tbtn11 nece11ary for 1-en 111
kaow, Samnle COD' by mall IO-•
800& W,. llq II, ... l"t"""-Ge-.

s

LITTLE A

,)
W rite to Riker & KiHg, Advertising Offices, 118 E ast 28th S treet, N ew York City,
or 8 S outh W abash Avenue, Chicago, for particulars abo11t advertising ill tltis m agazit1e.
MISCELLANEOUS- Continu ed
A ID S TO EFFICIENCY

WRI TE T HE WORD S FOR A S ON G. We r" <ise ])Otms,
wriLc 1uu-tic nnd guaranlee to :;ecure publication. Subm tt poenilf' on any subject. BroaU \ny Stu~.lios. 165C,
Fitzg:en•ld Ruilrling, ?\cw York.

AGENT S
PER

$1 ,000

MAN

SU. ~SCR I E! E NO W ! Rc•l. Mail O r~or Ma•n"ine, G
months 15. ~nl.5. Ge<_i_rg'1.:i~ut, nossv.~~
ORIENTA L DA NCER! 8110 does re a l Sotlome wi &K lc.
l"ca:ed :!5 CC!!llS. l lamilton >.Ifg., Barne'J Cil.7, Jowa .
BOOl(SANOP-HOT OS- =-('ualog FRE E. United Sales
Company, Svringllc1cl, 111.

PE R CO IJN TY-st:range lnvention

Stan/es \\OrlLl-a&ctlt$ amazed. 'J'cn incxoe ricncetl men
d 1vid1J ~ !0.0110. JCorstatl, a farm er, did ~2,:!00 in H
:--\.· h1cu.:!le.r, a. minister, $195 tlrst 12 hams.
d ay~.

P ERSONAL

I F YOU

WI S H n pretty and weallhy wife, write me
n stnm~d env<'IOP4t and l will &Dswet.

E'nclo~ing

f~·~~~ys(;~~\ 5~g~~· t:~<!~O. v~ctho~ag;e~l~Y r~~~?~~at~~

Ll1J1an Sproul, Station H , Clen land. 0 .

bat·h

Ilox 150K. Syracuse, ~- Y.
MA R RY. Most succcss ru t "Home Maker. "

\!l(Hl11111t~ 11t

fo r n11y home at only $6.50. ::)clfheatlnJ.'. 1\o plumbing or waterworks reQuired. lnSend no
Credit gi1;en.
r.:xclusive sale.
vestl p,:-..;1.,
monc/. Wrl1c letter or postal to<lay. Allen :Mfg. Co. ,
lc:,"dc;o.','_:O~.~~""",-,---,~-~--,-,
..~T"'o'°
574- · ..... Pt•n H!dg'"
CASH IN ON BONE O RY BILL. Mak~· $8 a day eMi:;y,
\ \'ill q!1ow you how with our Conccnttat('d ) l 1,!·c
!".n ? l1 pnckttgc
\Van ted everywhere.
Jl'ntitr Prin!{ S,
just t\\hl \Lttn. H erc's tho chanre or a hff>lime. Grllb
your tr•rrit<orY. ' Vrite qukk. American' Pro11ucts Co ..
236U Anw1 ir·tm Bldg., C'incinn~tl, 0.

AR~fAND
--

DEN PICTURES

FOR SALE
SIL i< REMNAN T S. J.urges t packagrs yet ofTereU. Square
1 5 ct.s.

!Ullin frea wHh el'CfY J):.\C'kU!Jc.l.

S ill> h l:wurnt'turers Agency, Porthmtl, Me.
LANO, in ~l1cl1 i g an's best count·ics. ~o. ~o . 40, J:IOacro ha.n..lwootl tracts . $15 Lo $35 J)('r t\Cre. J.;My
payments. Good for guncral crops, ooultry, t"ruit. .U ig
booklcc free. Swig:i.rt Land Co. . Ml268 Fir:;L :N;.tt'l
JiaOI{

Rl tlb'..

( ' lli (•a&o, 111.

t,,o-s--.-,-7~2-c-.,-n-.=. '"'c~_=s'-pa-r~k-P-lu-..
GO1NG - 1oo.oOo= A
1la ict.

.Mo ~s.

A. H. McArthur Company, l'itts tie)cl ,

ture.

Hundreds
Conrtdential, reliable. :ycnrs' expc rirnce, descrip" 'l 'he Successful Clnb," Box 556, Oak~
frre.
J:-:nri. Cal.
MARkY R ICH , hundreds anxious, d cscriplive list 1'ree
Select Chob, D ept. A, Rapid
s~t t1 :;faclion guaranteed.
C'it .v. ~o. n:ik.
SIX HI t.ND S E VENT H BOOl<S OF MOSES. F,gypti:\tt
Black arti, other rare bool~s. Cat~log fre e.
~eac ts.
rich.

tif)llS

~;;, ;~ov:H ~ W :~~~· F ~~~1e~.o~~G-.·J_._1,- ·,-r-e-,1-,.0

A RT PH OTO S- Beautiful Modelc; in arUstlc
Senrl 10 Cl!!. for miniature slicet and vrlce
vases.
list. United Sales Co., Spriugtield, 1 JJ.
-.-.,-.-pl~IS-o""'r
-h~o-to
SO M ET H t N G -NE W- Largeo au wo·::i pl -1-p
your favorite 1~·um Stars. Size 9 ill. x l:! ill. , pri<:<',
25 cent:; each (silver). We al.;o h:-.ve othtl'e , si·!e,
51h in . .i: 7 in. e~(' h. ::>eni.l for list cf p;aycn. \\'illi alll
lluld oon Co .. liox 2237, Ool'cheslcr 21. Mu.ss.
CLA SSY- g~·l PiCture~-2 be&.uties :lJ els.; s!Xlt?Pll $1 ;
rofunded if lJj e<1:a tisficd. Rose teaf, Fit. L'lUJS. Mo.
R EA L SNAPP Y~P HOr O S- Fren ch Gif.11">0.:.e~--- IC~
thatr p f'"U'tC'i . Ortl t'r those-you'll want wo1c. SamJ>lo 2r> <:C' nt ~. Do t.en $2.50, two doien $!.00. Calalo"ue
1', ree. llttmilton's Conipany, Ha rnes ti1y , lowa .
HIGH

of SL<lOJUeJ

H ELP W ANTED
L A DIE S WA N TE D . and MEN , too, to atldr~~ cnvE>lopes and mail advertising malter ab home for large
Can mnlic
m1til order Jum!, spare or whole time.
i'\o c:ipitRI or exl)(>rie nre rPQUired .
$10 to $35 wkly.
B ook exril.iln' everything; send JO els. to cover postsge,
e tc. Ward 'Pub. Co .. 'l'llton, N. H.
BE A DETE"'"CT IV E. Opportunity for men nn<l womf'n
for se1 ret i11vrs1igation in your <lislrict. 'Vrite C. T .

po_e_m_s,
write music am1 guaran!ce to sreme pUblicallon. :-;ubBroadway StuUios, l 6jC,
mit poems on any !mbject.
Fi t:>.,:::-nald RuiMing, New York.
Thou sa nJs congenial oeonle, worth from
M"-RRY:
il.OOO to S:l0.000 seel<ing e3r ly ma rr ia ge, d escrlption.
nhoto!:t, t11troclurtlon9 fl'ee. S<>aled. Either srx. Send
no mon<',. Addrcs-; Standar<1 l ~or. f'luh . (;rnys-lakP, 11'1.
GET MARRIE D- Best Matrimon ial .Magazi ne published.
Malled J," fi]~E. Many wonh from $1,0UO aud upmtrd
wanted to g··t married, e llher sex. .Amel'ican Djstribtaor,
~uite 21'/. Bl ;Jl r<tville. Pa.
MARRY-FREE PHOT OS beautitul ladles: de'3crlpUons
New Plan Co.,
ii.nd dil'ecto ry; pay when married.
neiit. 24."i, I<ansas City, Mo.
MARRY, many 1·ich. Parliculars for stamp. Mrs. Morrison. 3053 \V. }ioldcn 8t .. Seattle, Wash.
I F YO U W AN T a ll ea l1hy, Wealthy, Loving Wife,
M. A., 42H. California St., San Franwr ite me.
C'i '->ro,

C'a 1 if.

MARRY. 'J'hou sa nds or peopl e ; al l ages; worth $5.000
to $100.000; anxious for marriage; write for my l\ s: t,
free. R1:luh Hyd e, B2 Minn.:i_ S i:- . Sa.n Francisco, Cali!.
MAHRY FO R S PE E DY MAR RIA GE ; absolutely ~he
best , 111.rges t in the coun try ; established 15 ye ars;
tho U!umds wciA.lthy member £'. both sexe s, wi shi nr early
marria"c; coniltlcnti:tl clt!Sl'rlptio11s fr ea. T hq_ Ohl R ellkblo ('lub. Mrs. \ Vruhel, 732 M'adlson. Oalc ls.nd , Cal.
LON E LY? Your "Ideal" ftt\lalts yoZ- c0nu denlfa l~D6= '
scriplio ns free. Hundreds rkh wi <;h early marriage.
M r:-> . Jo.:. Bu<icf, Box 753 . ::;an Frahclsco, C1lllf. _ __
MARR Y-MARRf AG E DI RECTO RY wtt.11 photo~ and
dcscrio lions fr eu. Pay when married. T he Exchana:c.
Dept. 5·15. Kl'.nsas City, Mo. ____ _ _ _ _ _ __

SCIENTIFIC

L udwig, 521 Wf"Sto•er IlhJg., Kan s as City, Mo.

RAIL WAY T RAFF IC !N SP EC T ons earn from $JJO lo
$200 p er mQnth and expenses . Trav el if d esire d. \ ·nllm lled a<lva11 ce mf"11t. No age Jimit. \Vo train you.
Positfons furnl ,.hcd und er guarantee. 'W ri!e for J3ook!et
CM J OI, Standanl Business Trai n ing Inst itut e, Bulfalo,
N. Y.
SALES MEN -C ITY OR TRAVELI NG . Jt; x1K' rir1we unnectissary. Send for list of lines and fu ll parorul:1r~'..
P repare In sµnre tirno to earn the big sR!arie~-- $~ .5:)0
to $10, 000 n year. Lmployment se rvic l!~ r encle1cd mernben. N'a.tlonRl Ralesm1m's 'l' r ~:ining .Assoclat.ion, Dept.
ll_!.~------------
1 66K. ChiC'a~o.c,_
DET ECTIVES earn' big money, Trave l and good opshow you how. Write .Amerl<!an
portunlt ie~. \ Ve
School or f'rlminoto gy, Dept. M. De:!rnit, Mich .

MISCEI.;LANEQUS
WRITE THE WO RDS FOR A SONG . \ Ve revise Poems ,
write music and guarantee to secure publication. SubBron.<lway Studios 165C
mlt poems on any subject.
'
'
Fitzgerald Building, New York.
ELECT R ICAL · rattooing Machine. $3. $5 and H. Catach~~~~ ~r stamp. J . H. 1'emke. 1019 Vjne, K, Cin-

BOY S, gN .th is:

Our l atest catalog of new no••lt i"
1 1
1
0
Emp.ire

fh.:;,c;;;v P[:~~~ 2g4 ~r~~·~ is ~v~~.nt~a~~~uJ~ :~ f1~ Yi .
11

'"r

STJC t won 1er
0
1

they're great:

2

pacR.ilges

YOU fi L I F E STORY ln tho

d;mc for tria l ru<ling.

1t&n.

~hl"rt1Hlll,

Send birth date and
R apid City, S. Dak.

ASTROL OGIC AL R E AD ING given with Key to Health.
10 c ts. birthdate, wor t h $1. Joseph L. Devere, 123
__c_n,r.00...._ __ _ _ _- ' - - \\' es t )lndisoo ~t r t'et, (' l>l
ASTRO LOG Y-ST A RS TELL LIF E'S STORY. Send
birthda.te and dime for trial roadi n ~. Eddy, 4307
.T111tfersnn. Kan sas Cit .v.~2nartment 73.

SONGWR ITERS
We re•l'6 poems,

WRITE TH E W ORDS F OR A S ON G.

wrlte music and guar:rntee to secure vubllcatlon. Sub-

Droadwa.y Studios, 16::ic.
r:llt poems on any subjt>ct.
F:ur.:rr>r:'l !11 l~uiMing , 1'e'' Yorlc.
YOU WR ITE T H E W OR DS FOR A SON G, we'll com -

T'!;,'"1,.~~~ ";.~~':;.n~:°i:5"t~ is~bli:::dth8~hso;_;e_~ i'.'~~~~
0

Rid[!.. New York.

P~O~E~M~S~?~~l-h~a-v-e~b-es_t_])_r_ooosllloo,
~~
~O~U~s'-'o°"N"°o
:.Hco.A.:cvc'E""-'Y
R ay Hibbelt:r, DJ04.

40~0

Dickens Ave .. Chif'a)!o.

ST AMMERJNG

S~~~Tr~~~;~-Tio~~~e? af~~e. sta'Warl~~1;i: ~~~r:,~n~~n~orn:5
f'olomftc Rank RJ(lg .. Wa!'l1lnr.ton. D. f'.

TOBACCO HABIT

T OBACC O or Snurr Habit cured or no pay.

R1l~~r;:,~·rc. li~~edy sent on trial.

$1

it

Sul)erba Co., PC.

39 25
Mulberry St., T OBACCO f(IL·LS MA N LY V I GO R. Qutt habit easily.
~~~:·dtyver. urso, Dept, '
ALL K INDS OF VALUABLE MA il. Send IO cents · .Any form, chewior. smoking or snurr, cured or~ no
!~~J. ~!sY. for them. Diamond, Mc0f11 Bl, Wor- · charge. 1t cured, · $1. Stops crulnr, harmless. ~ull
remedy OD trlaL Perl<lna Co., B-51 HasUn~s. Nebr.
"
-

New

.

P'j,Lures,

Write for p ie -

LON ELY MAIDE N, 26, \Yonld many.

AMERICAN S
KILL GIANT
CANNIBALS.

•

Chester Ober,
geographer with
the expedition Qf
Dr. Alexander J!l.
South
Ri ce in
America, in a Jetter received by
his 1Jarents at
s :lid
Newport,
that two natives
by
were killed
Hice / and
Dr.
O~er in warding
. an attack on
U1e party.
Obe1· desc r ibed
as
the n atives
"canniba ls, scant ily clad," and as
"very · ferocious
and of large stat ure."
The letter told
of the trip up the
Amazon Hiver to
the N cgro, and
thence up a tributary of t he latter river, where
ocihc attach:
curred. Th e attacking- p ar ty
leaped from the
bru sh on the river bank toward
explorers
t he
and were frightened away by the
party firing shots
in the air.
The natives
apparently to o k
to :.unb11sli, Obe1·
because
said,
later they made
attack.
another
Ober wrote that
he and Rice fired
at them this
tim e, kill ing two.
On th e advice of
guides the expetu r n e d
dition
back.
Accompanying
Dr. Rice is his
wife, the former
M.:s. George D.
Widener, of PhilAcadelphia.
cording- to Ober's
~ather, t~e part y
is on its . way
back to th e

U n i t e d Stat(.S,

and . expects . to
MaY15.
arrive

on

ANIMALS
THAT USE
OTHERS AS
WE APON S.
There is a species of crab, in ~ digen ous to the
I sland of M.au rit ius t h at habitually holds a seaa n emone in each
claw, u sing them
p resumably
as
weapons of defense - one animal u sing another as a uten sil!
There are, however,
somewhat
similar instances
qu it e a s curious.
One is that of an
ant of the East
Indies that builds
1>h elters of leaves
w h ose edges are
fastened together wit h
s i 1k
fibres.
T he origin -0f
t h is silk h ad long
puzzled the entomologists.
T he
a nt has no spinning glands of
any kind at adult
age. Holland, of
Bahngoda,
and
Green, of Parodeniya,
Ceylon,
yerifying old and
incomplete observations made in
I ndia,
have
proved that t~e
working ants, m
order to svin the
thread that fa stens the edges of
the leaves, make
use of the l arvre
of their own species, which they
h ola in t h e i r
jaws
movi n g
t h em ~bout with
skill in all directions an d dterw a r d retur nin g
them to the nest
when t h ey h ave
fini shed
w ith
them.
Chun
ha s
shown, in a study
of the anatomy of
these larree, that
they p o s s e s s
spinnerets of unusual size after
1 e r v i n g • the
adults as distaffs,
10 to speak.
f

•·1.

BIG VALUE for,.,10 Ots.

6 Song•, words a11d music ; 25 Pl0o
turu P retty Girls ;40 Waye to Make
Mouey; 1 Joke Book ; l llook on
Love ; l Magic Booki....l llook Letter
Writing; \ Dream .,ook and For•
tun<!Teller : I Cook Book ; l llal<!
-11.:l!ook , gives rul<!a for camea ; 1
T oy Mak er Book ; l,a11gua1e o f
l'1 0wc rs; 1 Morse Tele.graph Alphab e t; 12 Chemleal El<perlm e nts;
.Ma ile Age Table ; Great North Pole
·
O.ame · 100 Conundrums ; 8 P1tazlea;
12 Ga mew ; ;JO Ver ses for ,Auto1nph Albu ma. • All
t he above b y moll for 10 eta. and~ eta. f>Osta1c.
JIOIAL SALES CO., •ex l~ • So11\la Norwalk, Cona.

•1P.V..~Jlt.gp,U],~·~t.~!! !~!~!~:~~r.~~~
5

• LadJ 8boald fllaa~t• Ber S.au to mako btm PropoM Kam.,..
•Bow to Oatob a Rioh Br.obelor ... Bow t • Wlo. tbeWHorotLa41...
t•Wtddblc:KdQ.O•U.1,M.,'-o. All,libj N ~ IHlpf1&ltol..1r1. 25C P08TPAI Q

DollnrJ
Pranail

·..

SAMPLES FREE(

No Extra Charges

A book full o .(
cloth samples lQ
all the latest colors, patterns, and weaves·t he tlnest qu11-l1ty t hat money can buy. Every
garment ma de t o your measure, guaranteed
fas~ color a nd delive red free.
No txlra char111.

Your
Suit Won't Cost a Cent
If you have a few h o urs spa re t ime your own
suit won't cost a cent. We are paying good
men Sl0.00 t o S00.00 a week fo r all or spare
t ime. No experience needed. Send no
money-Just your name and a ddress.

LINCOLN \'IOOLElt AllLLI CO., Dept 412

CillCAll

'

t
G0 I re

\ '\' A.Kii

l' UB.

Iii

t;U ••

1:1.

TILTON, N.

Cured
at home;
wont
No pain,
?-lo C1 ot1t
It It- tafla.

~:;:a·f:f'rru:i!:k !~l't:d:

I

ln!"'i•l•. OOfntENE CGMl'ANY,

4"i W-lllard811wt,,--

WARNING
In keepln9 you~ l:owels roeular do nol
become addl"ted t o weakenina: ~r3atbo1

I

~;fe~ ~~~:t\e.)ux;~;:~~:::'t
1

'M!st Ka:d L:o~;
farthest. Obtalnablo at busy d rucrfsta.

every..
wh ere. Koro lax is rolief for man1 aUmente:.
including const1paUon. headaches. dfzZ)'
1pells, belchlna, gas, heartburn, torpid Iher,
bad breatll. nc"ousness, d yapeosta, tndlat- 8
ti.on. obe.6.it.Y, meotM.l and physical d ullntss.

SORENE SS

4

HEALED

Sor. or ·ope• le••· •lcel'll, enlar&'ed veins
eczema healed whlle J'O• worlr::.
Write foa
free book and llNcrlbe J'O•r ow11 ca10.

..

n~~r:~;.;ir-

The letten of the alphabet are nnmbere4: A 11t1 B 2: C 3: D 4.
and 10 Oil. Tbe lhrures In tb e ll tUe I Quarea to the lefl repro1 ent
four worda. (2011 the letter " T") . What are tb e follf word1? Can
you w ork It out? If eo, 1ond your a nswe r quick:. Surely 700
want tllla llne, ne w Ford auto. Send no mon ey wllb 1olutlo11.

.- SEND .A'NSWER TO-DAY
We aol only wf•e away this Ford auto, but huadreds of dollars ta. cuh and

e<:OI'• of other valuable prizes . Blcyc:les, GuDs, Watches, Talkh•C' MacblDN,
M•etlalDg for onrybodr. JIY~one who answers this cu ha..e •prize or some

=~·.~~:':.~!::;For~~u~~tr,:~cu~~; ci.o~t ;:~~·Yld'/rc:.!lll·
141 Weit Ohio Street,

Som•

MUSK FOR PE RFUMES A
E SE E XPORT

CHIN~

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76
- - LATEST I S S UES - 1010 'J'i>e Liberty l:loys Tnking Fort George; or, Runni n g Ou t L em·

c-oe's liaugers.
A newly discovered perfume ex- l0l1 'J'be
Liberty Boys and Captain Sue~ or, Helped Ont by Girl
t racted from seaweed w.as sold in
Patriots.
France recently at $5 a drop. It is 1012 The .Lil>erty Boy" Fighting Prcvo8t ; or, Warm Work in Georgia.
The Liberty Hoys l:larricacle; or, Holding Off tbe Hessians.
raid t o take one t on of seaweed to l013
1014 'l'he Liberty Boys On tbe Watc.b; or, The Plot to J nvade New
· York.
p roduce five drops.
Musk, so importnat to the perfum- 1015 Tile Liberty Boys at Fairfield; or, A Hold Dash Across t h
Sound.
e1·y compounder, is a secretion of the 1016 'l'iie
LllJert..v Boys' Sag Harbo r Sortie; or, Marve lous Work With
ma le musk deer. Three kinds of musk
Col. Meigs.
are distinguished in commerce....Jthe 101.7 '!'be Liberty Boys and tbe Gipsy .Spy.; or, Learni ng the Epem y'1
SeCJ"ets.
m ost important and valuable being 1018 '!'he
LllJert.Y Boys anti tl>e '"Wicked Six"; or, 'l'he Plan to K id·
t he Chinese or Tonkin musk, imported
i>np Wash ington.
lOl!l
'l'h"
Liberty Boys and "Ma cl Mary"; or, Fighting Among tile
principally from Sh anghai. It is put
Hills.
uo in small tin-lined caddies, each 1020 The
Liberty Boys' ludlnn Runner; or, Thrnsbing the Red
containing two 01' three musk pods.
HuirlPrS.
These are generally adulterated with 1021 Tl10 Liberty Boys in Cnnvas Town; or The Worst Place in Ol d·
N t'W Yotk.
dried blood, fragment:; of leather, 1022 Tile
Llhnty Roys on the Delaware; or, Holding Fort Mifflln.
leaden pellets, etc., so that often little 1023 The Llll•'rt :v Ro.vs in Wyoming Valley; or, Dick Sinter's Narrowest. Et-:cape.
more than the original scent remains.
Lilierty Boys nnd the Figllting Parson; or, The Brave
The Chinese pods vary greatly in 102J • The
Jl:il l y at H nhrny.
value, according to quality and genuFor sale bv nll newsdealers, or will be sent to any address o n
iness. Some musk collected from the receipt of p1·lce, 7 cents per copy, in money or. postage stamps, by
western Himalayas is exported hem
HARR.V E. \VOLFI<', Pub., 166 W est 23<1 St .. New York.
I ndia. It is much less prized th an
genuine Tonkin musk. Th~ l!fiird vi:riety, known as Kaba1drne or SiOUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
berian musk, is expc.rte<l from Central Asia. It is in large pods, 'Said
No. 74. HOW .TO WRITE LETTEii,is (;ORRECTL.Y.-Con taini ng
"elded by a distant species of fu1I ;nstrudw1rn for writwg-.lt'tt<•r• on a1inost auy sub.iect; also rules
t 0 b e Yl_
.
.
,
.
l i for :pUfl(•tna tloU <.j.lld Cf\lrl j)O>ilt..iOU, wlth ~pecnuen lettel'::;.
<leer, and is very JTI"lenor. Good mus.\
No. 75. uow To JH:co,\1.1<; A C.:0.NJURER.:._Coutainiug tricks
is of a dark purrJ]i~h color, d1·y, w ith Dutuinvcs, Dke Cup> Hull Kill~. llat,, etc. Ernl>racing thirty·
t'
to
h
and
six
illnstrntious. Hy A. Aa<leri;ou.
'
t
0
si:noo th. an d unc t uous
ne UC
No. 76. JiOW '10 'J'lCLL FORTUN.ES BY THE HAJS'D.-Cou tain·
bitter in taste.
ing 1 11ies fo1 telliug fort .. 1Ks by llle ai<l of lines o! the baud, or t be
A grain of musk will distinctly se<·1cl or pa.wi>;tr.r. Also tile •ecret of telling future events hv aid
scent millions of cubic feet of air of moles, markH, s~ur"· ete. lllustratetl.
.
f
No. 77. HuW TO ilO 1''0U.'I'li TIU(;KS WITH CAUDS .-Contaln·
without anr appre.ciable loss 0 ing ticccptive Card Tr~cks as performed by leadln~ conjurers a n d
weight, and its scent Is not only pene- mag-icluus. Arranged. for home. amus.,mcnt. Fully illustrated.
tr'l.ting but mOl'e persistent than that
No. 78. HOW TO DO THE BLACJ{ A&T.-Containing a complete
-b~•
A . an description of the Illy,s tnies of Magic and Sleight-of-hand, together
,k
?f. any. o tiie_1 nown SU ~ 0 '.'nc e. s
wlth many wonderful experiments. l:ly A. Anderson. Illustrated.
mgred1ent m perfumery its powerful
No. w. HOW ·ro BECOi'llE AN ACTO R .-Con taining complete
a n d endurino- odor gives strength and instructi ons bow to make up for various characters on the stag e ;
nency"to Lhe vegetable essences tog~th er with the duties of the Stage Manager, Promoter, Scenic
P erma . .
c
.
' Arti st and Property Man.
so that it is used m nearly all comNo. so. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the lat est
poun ded perfumes. Musk, or same jokes, . auecd,<'.tes and fu?~Y. _stories. of this world·ren?wned German
subst ance possessed of the musk odor cometban sixty-four pages, handsome colored cove1, containing a
-~ balf-tone photo of the auU10r.
.
.
,
.
•
.
l S also contamed ln glcmds in the Jaws
No. 81. HOW TO MESMERIZE.-Containing the most ap pr oved
of alligators and crocodiles, whence method of 111esmerism; animal magnetism, or magnetic healing. By
it h as been extracted for use in per- Prof, Leo llugo Koch, A.C.S. , auth,or of "How to. Hypnotize," etc.
8
1
fumery j n In dia and Egypt. The musk pr:;~d s;,;ett1o~: 0 f~ ~~1gP~~fn :S~1;;!.~~n~~ gJ~gto~~h~~ 0!~tban;
ox and t he Indian and European fnll explanation of tllelr meaning. Also explaining ph-renology, and
m u skrat are as their names indicate t he key of telling cbaracter~ h:v the bumps on the head. By Leo
'
' Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
Fully illustrated.
reinarkable for th~ odor.
.
For •a.le b y all newsdealers, or will b e sent to a ny addreu oa
The musk deer d;ffers from the typ1- receipt of p r ice, 1oc. per copy, or a f or 25c., in money or poetace
eal members of the deer f amily and •tam11•. by
st ands by itself as an isolated zoologiFRANK T OUSE Y, Pub •• 168 W est 28d st., New York.
cal form, as both sexes are entirely
devoid of any sort of frontal appendage and the upper canine teeth of
t he males are remarkab),y developedHOW TO
long, slender, sharp-pointed and gentWRlTE THEM
ly cm·ved, projecting downward out j
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of the mouth, wit h the ends turned
'l'bis IJook c~ntalns all the most recPnt changes Jn the method
somewhat backward.
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SCE NA RIO S

"My dear, would y ou have time to
sew a button on for me before you
go?" I've told you before, Alfred,
J anc will do it for you. Plea 8e :re- I
m ember yot?-- married a typ'e writer,
n ot a sewing machine."

covering every phnile of scenario writing, from the most ele ·
mental to the most advanced principles. Tbb treatise cover s
everything n person must know in order to make mone.v as a
successful scenario writer. For sale b:v nil News-denier s and
Rook-Store!. If you cannot procnre a copy, send us t be p rice.
<l5 cents, Jn money or postage stamps, and we w!JJ mall .¥OU one,
po stage frPe. A,Pdre• s
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